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Civitans
Set Sale
December 17
The Murray Civitan Club will
hold its annual house-to-house
fruit cake sale on Friday night,
December 17, according to an
announcement made by fruit
cake sale chairman,"leoffield
Vance.
The Civitans, selling Claxton
Fruit Cake, will visit each home
in Murray between 5 p.m. and 8
p.m. the announcement said.
Proceeds from the sale will be
used for support of mentally
deficient children and for food
baskets for needy families. The
food baskets will be delivered
Thursday evening, December 23,
a spokesman said.
Mr. George Nichols of the
Industrial Education department
at Murray State was a guest at
the Civitans' last regular meeting
held December 2.
The Civitans next meeting is
scheduled for December 16 and
ovItan wives will be guests of the
club at this meeting

Murray High
NFL Competes
Lexington Meet
The Murray High School
National Forensic League
competed at Henry Clay High
School, Lexington, the weekend
of December 3 and 4.
Students receiving top honors
for Murray High were Paula
Parker, placing first in dramatic
interpretation and second in
prose; Debi Shinners, placing
third in dramatic interpretation,
Lesion Bartbaiomy, placing
humorous
inin
fourth
terpretation and fourth in prose;
Roger Reed, placing fourth in
original oratory; and Dave
Garrisson and Barbara Howard,
pkicing fourth in duet acting.
Students receiving superiors
were Frank Doran, discussion;
Harrel Bramley, dramatic interpretation; Keith Farrel, extemporaneous; Wanda McNabb
and Jennifer Taylor, duet acting;
Katie Blalock, poetry; Teri
Stephenson, humorous interpretation, and Cheryl Brown,
poetry.
Chaperoning the students were
Mrs. John Bartholomy and Mrs.
LE. Brown. Coaches Ron and
Mary Beshear also accompamed
the students.
The Beshears announced that
the student's next trip would be
to Union County High School on
Saturday, December 11.

Amateur Radio Club
To Meet On Wednesday
The MSU Amateur Radio Club
Will meet Wednesday, December
8, at 7:30 p.m., at the "Ham
Shack" on Chestnut Street.
The program will be a slide
show with tape recording,
describing the personnel and
activities of the American Radio
Relay League and the station
equipment.
Anyone interested in the activities of Amateur Radio is
welcome to attend this meeting.

The Weather
Ocassional rain with a few
thundershowers central and east
portions with rain ending west
this morning and over remainder
of state late tonight. No important temperature changes.
Decreasinitir cloudiness Wednesday. Hiiais today and Wednesday upper 50s and mid 60s.
Lows tonight upper 40s and low
50s
EXTENDED FORECAST
The extended
Kentucky
weather outlook
Thursday
through Saturday:
Cloudy with chance of rain in
state Thursday, southern half
Friday and west third Saturday
Turning cooler during the period
with lows decreasing from the
upper 3ils to low 311s and highs
decreasing from the 511s to low
4ns

10. Per Copy
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'Ford Leads Inaugural
Parade Through Capital
By ROBERT P. DALTON
FRANKFORT, Ky. (UPI)—
Gov. Wendell H. Ford led a 200.
unit parade through downtown
Frankfort today on the way to his
Inauguration as Kentucky's 49th
chief executive.
Riding in an open-topped green
convertible, Ford, clad in a dark
overcoat and hat, waved to the
crowd. Seated beside him was

Kentucky's new first lady, Mrs.
Jean Ford.
Outgoing Gov. Louie B. Nunn
was riding the second car, a
convertible with the top up. Nunn
and Ford broke with long
traditional*.did not ride in the
same car in the inaugural
parade.
Lt. Gov. and Mrs. Julian M.
Carroll, of Paducah, were in the
third automobile.

Ford, Nunn and Carroll
reached the reviewing stand in
front of the capitol at 10:20 a.m.,
where they were to watch the
remainder of the parade, which
was expected to take several
hours.
The Daviess County High
School Band from Ford's home
county was the first band in the
parade. The 115-piece marching
unit moved behind the procession
playing "On a Clear Day."
The float from Daviess County
and the City of Owensboro was
the most massive of the entries in
the parade. It featured a gold
foal state house pulling an orange
and blue archway reading
"Daviess County and Owensboro
are proud of Wendell Ford."
Prior to the parade,aFord and
Carroll attended a 30-minute
prayer service which is an
inauguration day tradition.
About 250 persons gathered at the
First Baptist Church for the
service.
Ford's pastor, the Rev. David
M. Nelson of the First Baptist
Church of Owensboro, asked in a
prayer that there be "A service of
(Continued on Page Nine(

James Cobb of Murray was the car on the driver s side and
fatally injured this morning when was thrust through the car killing
his car, a 1968 or 1969 Plyri,Juth, Cobb instantly.
slammed into the back of a truck After the accident the car was
carrying logs this morning about left behind the truck with log still
six o'clock on Highway 79 about in the car, according to reports
five or six miles west of Dover, from the officials.
The student body of fall of 1923 at the Galloway School, located
Coles, Gertie Paschall, Hillman Coles, Clifton Jones, J. Redden.
Tenn.
one mile north of Wiswell and Lynn Grove Crossroads in
and Elizabeth Ford; third row, Startle Thomas, Ortis Guthrie.
Cobb, age 27, was reported Cobb was apparently traveling
alloway County is pictured above. They are top row, left to
Ashes Paschall, Elizabeth Broach. Louise Farless, Es*
enroute to his work at alone at the time of the accident.
right, Clifton Doran, Lochie Parker, Harry Coles, Modelle
Thomas, Hilda Coles, Melinda Redden, unknown, and Kathryn
Clarksville, Tenn., when the fatal He is originally from Big Rock,
Tenn., and is the son of Mr. and
Sulter, Ruple Thomas, Rellas Hanes, Lula B. Thomas, Hafford
Parks; bottom row, Clifton Paschall, Miller, Prentis Beaman,
accident occurred.
Paschall, Clifford (Tip) Doran, and Jim Parker; second row,
Powell Wrather (Teacher), Harley Sutter, and Wesley Redden,
Tennessee State Trooper C. T Mrs. Roy Cobb of Route One, Big
Rock, Tenn.
Ruble Wrather, Onyx Miller, Lola Beaman, Geneva Ford, Iva
Maddox investigated the accident, and Sheriff Charlie He is married to the former
Crockarell of Stewart County, Donna Garland, daughter of Mrs.
Virgil Brittain and Wade
The Military Science departTenn., was at the scene.
The law officials said that Cobb Garland, both of Murray, and ment (ROTC) at Murray State,
was traveling behind the truck they have one daughter, Cynthis have announced plans for a
that was loaded with logs and Faye, born November 4 of this clean-up drive to be conducted on
traveling at a slow rate of speed year at the Murray-Calloway Thursday, December 9. The
County Hospital.
northwest section of town adThe Murray Lions Club an- in the city school system but on an upgrade on the highway.
The body was taken to the jacent to the campus is to be
nounced today through President would also be available to Reports are that as Cobb ran
Milligan Funeral Home, Dover, cleaned.
Joe Pat Ward that the club was Calloway County students under into the back of the truck and
Tenn.,
but funeral arrangements "With increased emphasis on
Results of the election of ASC vice-chairman; Baron Palmer, f donating $1900 for the purchase teacher supervision
that one of the logs protruding
Community comnutteemen kojr regular member , John Cun- and installation of physical ',when the Murray middle from the load on the truck struck are incomplete.
ecology and a desire to maintain
1972 in Calloway County were nirightim, first alternate; John B. education equipment.
our environment, the ROTC
School was established a detailed'
announced today by 011ie C. Hall, &nab, second alternate.
cadets felt that they wanted to
Installation of the equipment plan was drawn outlining the new
Chairman of the
Calloway (G) —Hazel—Paul Blalock, will be made on the campus of the physical education requirements
help," said Cadet John Dewitt,
County Agricultural Stabilization chairman; James E. Erwin, vice- Murray Middle School and the for a program suitable to this
cadet in charge of the project.
and Conservation ASC) Com- chairman; Charles Outland, program is being planned and campus," a spokesman said.
"This clean-up drive is aimed
mittee.
regular
member;
Bobby directed by Principal Robert Glin The physical education playing
specifically at making Murray a
Farmers elected to the com- Spiceland, first alternate; Calvin Jeffrey.
better place to live. We had the
area on the West side of Holland
mittees include: (A) —Murray— Compton, second alternate.
time and the man-power to carry
President Ward said in making Stadium has been greatly inBy ROY MCGHEE
Clovis Byerly, chairman; A. A. The ASC Community com- the announcement that the
Powell will succeed the late out such a campaign and felt that
WASHINGTON UPI) 8 with
(Continued on Page Nine
Doherty, vice-chairman; Charles mittee chairman, vice-chairman, facilities under this program
Justice Hugo Black. A widely the entire community would
President Nixon's third appointBurkeen, regular member;
lawyer, Powell is a benefit," Dewitt added.
would not be limited to students
IContinued on Page Nine )
ment to the Supreme Court — acclaimed
Raymond
Workman, first
former president of the AmeriApproximately 150 cadets will
Lewis F. Powell Jr. —easily
alternate; James Kelly, second
can Bar Association.
be participating in the drive to be
confirmed,
administration
alternate.
Confirmation of Rehnquist, conducted from 3:30 to 5, a
forces in the Senate turned
(B) —Concord—Robert Bucy,
nominated to succeed Justice spokesman said.
today to a tougher battle on
chairman; Eurie Smith, viceJohn M. Harlan, promised to be
William H. Rehnquist.
chairman; James G. Wilson,
Only one vote was cast a far different thing. A split
regular member; W. T. Kingins,
judiciary committee recomagainst Powell's confirmation
first alternate; L C. Bailey,
mended his confirmation on a
late Monday afternoon —that
12 to 4 vote.
second alternate.
Mrs. Coleman J. McDevitt was Otis Falwell, nine; Lester Nanny,
by Sen. Fred R. Harris, D-Okla.
(C) —Liberty—Clyde Phelps, presented with an award for fifty- Robert Moyer, Jim Williams,
"I think he doesn't have the Opponents, led by Sen. Birch
chairman; Pat Ross, vice- two years of continuous service Mrs. Macon Blankenship, and
deep, deep feeling for little D. Bayh, D-Ind., said Rehnquist Two rings, valued at $478.00,
chairman; B. H. Elkins, regular with the Calloway County Charles Hale, six; Leonard
people I'd like to see. I think had an anti-civil rights record were stolen from the room of
member; Treamon Smith, first Chapter of the American Red Vaughn and Henry Holton, five.
he's mostly for the elite, the as a practicing attorney in Patsy Beachman at 202 Clark
Phoenix, Ariz. They also said Hall Dormitory, Murray State
alternate; Dale Burkeen, second Cross at the annual award night Mrs. James Lockhart, Mrs
rich, the comfortable, the
that since becoming an assist- University, according to the
alternate.
get-together held Sunday, Liburn Shemwell, Mrs. W. B
approved, those who look good
ant attorney general in the report made to the
(D) —Brinkley—Sherwood December 5, at the Triangle Inn. Graves, Mrs. Ivy Culver, Mrs.
Murray
in country club drawing
administration, he had had a Police Department at 8:36 p.m.
chairman;
Perry Hospital volunteers, directors, William A. Forrest, Mrs. Harry
Potts,
rooms," Harris said in explainrecord of being against civil Monday.
Harrison, vice-chairman; and service chairmen were Russell, and Mrs. Miller
ing his vote.
liberties.
Woodrow Norsworthy, regular presented awards indicating McReynolds, four; Mrs. Galen
The jewelry was reported
Eight-nine senators voted to
member; Burie Haneline, first continuous service of from one to Fain and Mrs. Edd Glover, two;
confirm Powell, who said Sen. James 0. Eastland, D- stolen sometime between eleven
Claude Gardner
Miss., chairman of the Judici- p.m. Saturday and two a.m.
alternate; Clifford Smith, second fifty-two years.
Mrs. Albert Kipp, Mrs. E J.
afterwards in Richmond, Va.,
ary Committee, said Monday Sunday. They were a Kentucky
alternate.
Receiving pins and their years Haverstock Mrs. Richard Fitthat "the near unanimity of
that such charges represented Colonel diamond cluster ring,
(E) —Swann—Osro But- of services were as follows:
zaland, Mrs. Aubrey Hatcher,
support frightens me a little. I
"desperate and irresponsible valued at $450.00, and a 1970
terworth, chairman, Carroll M. Mrs. Coleman J. McDevitt, 52; Mrs. John Farrell, and Mrs.
am too conscious of my own
efforts on the part of so-called Bowling Green High School ring
Rogers, vice chairman; C. Fleetwood Crouch, 35; Miss Ruth Robert Moyer, one.
limitations to take it at face
liberals in the news media and valued at ;28.00, according to the
Eugene Jones, regular member; Cole, 18; Holmes Ellis, 18; Mrs.' New volunteers honored were
value. I am afraid I cannot live
Otto Chester, first alternate; Curtis Hays, 17; Harvey Ellis, 15; Mrs. Paul Blalock, Mrs. Charles
police report.
up to such high expectations."
(Continued on Page Nine
Oveta Bogard, second alternate. Mrs. J. T. Taylor, 11; Mrs. R. E. Baker, Mrs. M. C. Garrott, Mrs.
( F ) —Wadesboro—Clinton Kelley, Robert 0. Miller, and Finis Griffith, Mrs. James H. Claude Gardner, president of
Burchett, chairman; Alvin Hale, Mrs Gaylord Forrest, 10. Mrs
(Continued on Page Nine:
Freed-Hardeman College, will be
the featured speaker at a gospel
meeting at Coldwater Church of
Christ, December 10, 11, and 12.
Born in Marmaduke, Arkansas
January 16, 1925, he and his wife,
during his years as postmaster During World War II when help
Delores are the parents of four Mack Thomas Tarry recently
and operating his store at Dexter. became scarce and Tarry said he
Dexter
postmaster
for
retired
as
children.
One incident he mentioned was had many duties to perform, so
Mr. Gardner began preaching after serving for over thirty
an elderly lady who would bring he had to ask the elderly lady to
in Marmaduke, Arkansas in 1941. years. He is a resident of 1510
her cards to him for him to write get her friends to write her cards
His training consists of an AA Sycamore Street, Murray.
and also her letters to address. and address her letters for her as
from Freed-Hardernan College, Tarry, son of the late Mr. and
he did not have the time to do it
B.S from Abilene Christian Mrs. Eugene Tarry, Sr., of South
and attend to the other duties in
College, and M.A. from South- 12th Street, was appointed to the
the postoffice. He said her reply
position as Dexter Postmaster on
west Texas State College.
was "what do you think we are
He has served churches in San October 14, 1941, by the then
paying you for."
Marcas, Texas, Rosieclare, Postmaster General Frank C.
Tarry also mentioned another
Illinois, Huntington, Dresden. Walker.
experience with a patron that he
At the time this position was
and Lobelvilles, Tennessee.
especially remembers. lie said at
Mr. Gardner writes articles for advertised for examination, the
Christmas time, a very inGospel Advocate, Voice of fact was brought out by the Civil
telligent lady walked up to the
Freedom, Minister Monthly, and Service Commission that the
window and asked how much
Power for Today. Besides Mr. office paid the postmaster in the
would twenty-five cents worth of
salary of
Gardner's full time job as previous year the
Christmas stamps cost me? At
president of Freed-Hardeman $762.00.
that time he said you could mail a
College, he conducts gospel Tarry said he wanted the
card for Pt cents.
meetings throughout the nation. position only to supplement his
The retiring postmaster has
Time of services will be at income from operating a general
ALL'S WELL ON THE OBOE. David Kirtley, a Bardstown senior, and Wendy Williams, a junior at
been assisted both in the
seven o'clock each evening, and country store and farming as this
an24th
Calloway Co. High School, were among the 425 selected hand students to participate in the
postoffice and store by his wife,
11:00 a.m. Sunday. The public is salary would not be sufficient
nual Quad-State Rand Festival at Murras State I•niversity Monday. The senior band was under the
the former Margaret Louise
without other income.
cordially
attend
all
invited
to
direction of Paul Shahan, director of hands at Mtil
Linn, daughter of Mrs. Melas
Man9 interesting experiences
services, a church spokesman
Photo by Wilson Woolley)
have occurred to Mr. Tarry
said
M
k Thome, TarTy
(('ontinued on Page Nine)
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Businessmen Voice Opposition
To Federal Welfare Reform Plan
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Call it guaranteed annual in- totalling $1.6 billion. States emit on a national basis, the minimum
minimum family supplement the Federal income guarantee would be just the foot
come,
assistance plan, or national guarantee.
in the door, leading to higher and
welfare standards. By any name, The businessmen's preference higher payments. And there is
the nation's independent business for S. 2037, introduced by Senator the feeling that the taxpayers and
proprietors are opposed to a Carl T. Curtis, Nebraska, ap- electorate can better assert their
basic parently is based on its alter- will at State rather than Feders •
Federally-established
annual income for welfare native to the guaranteed annual level.
families such as proposed in a income concept fund returning
Several northeastern states—
House-passed bill.
administrative authority to the Massachusetts, New Jersey, New
Their decisive sentiment is states which, according to York, and Rhode Island—among
The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community
evident in poll results announced Senator Curtis, have lost control those with high welfare benefits,
is the integrity of its Newspaper
by the National Federation of to Washington under the Federal are notable exceptions in the
Independent Business on two
WEDNESDAY -DECEMBER 8. 1471
Federation poll. Proportionately
ants system.
approaches to reform of the There is anxiety among more businessmen support H.R. 1
nation's welfare system.
en that once adopted in these states.
The House-passed measure,
H.R. 1, would establish a basic
LEDGER & TIIELS FILE
annual income amounting to
$2,400 for a family of four and
$3,600 for families of eight or
5
Lecersher
died
la,
age
One.
Route
Murray
Fsigar Bibb a
more. This would replace the
while enroute to the Murray Hospital.
system of State benefits,
current
Chambers
Mrs. Dacus Bedwell, Ray T. Broach, and Leon
which vary from $90 to over 131:41
the
of
meeting
the
at
convention
Bureau
Farm
reported on the
a month for a family of four,
at the
Christmas Day' A time of joy
vert others to the new faith
Calloway County Farm Bureau Board of Directors held
by the U.S. for children as they open the
funded in part
found it expedient to adapt
Extension Office.
government.
tree.
the
were
sparkling gifts under
some of the pagan rites into the
Frank Ryan, Baron West, Jack Belote, and Roy Starks
Only 16 percent of the A day of reverence as people
sworn in by
ceremonial worship of Christ
new city councilmen elected in November who were
businessmen polled endorse this the world over celebrate the
Thus, the feast day became the
Mayor Holmes Ellis.
legislation. Five times as many, birth of Jesus Christ.
Mr.
medieval Christe Masse(Feast
Fred Crawford of Boston. Mass., is the guest of his parents,
For some 1,600 years, day of the Christ). The
81 percent, favor the principle of
and Mrs. Wade Crawford.
Senate bill 2037, which would give Christians have celebrated
to 52 and
decorated evergreen branches
In basketball Murray High lost to Hopkins:111e 55
the States absolute power to set Dec. 25 as the day that Jesus
traditional
the
became
33.
to
50
Benton
to
lost
High
Calloway
welfare benefits at a level each was born. Bishop Liberius so Christmas tree, Itut gifts
State decides upon. Three per- designated it back in 354. became Christmas gifts and
Whether Christ was actually
cent express no preference.
the December celebrations
born on Dec. 25 is open to
were changed to honor Christ,
poll
results
the
of
A breakdown
question; the Bible descripTIKES FILE
LEDGER
not Saturn.
47.
shows Kentucky Business peop
\es'paper.
tions do not fall into line with
And the father of Christmas,
voting this way: 20 per cent fay
weather at that time of year in
awarded
good old St. Nicholas, is also a
been
has
Three
inco
Route
minimum
the Federal
Cpl. William A Wilson of Hazel
I
UM
SCAZE
is
it
generally
when
Palestine
product of interpretation. The
with the 1st
plan of H.R. 1, 78 percent pref
the Combat Infantryman Badge while sera
raining and cold and few
original St. Nicholas is believed
pe
2
and
alternative,
Korea
Senate
in
the
Division
Cavalry
shepherds would have been out to have been a 4th Century
cent are undecided.
William Jeffrey, Billy Hughes, Charles Whitnell, Frank Pool,
in their fields watching their
bishop In Asia Minor, a man
Donna
Waldrop,
Tommy Doran, Bill Siedd, Sandra Glasgow, Sue
Federation first flocks.
the
When
around whom many legends
Bobbie
and
Weatherly,
Frances
Mary
Mayer,
Betty
his
had
Knight,
Fay
But Bishop Liberius
ught business opinion on the
have grown. Called St.
Burks are members of the cast of the play. "This Night Beware"
concept of national welfare reasons. Dec. 25 was already a
Nicholas the Wonder-Worker,
on
School
High
Murray
to be presented by the Junior Class at
standards, to replace State familiar feast day dating back
he is said to have rewarded
December 12 and 13.
virtuous children with gifts.
variables, in 1969, it found 39 to pagan times when the sun
its yearly
E. L. ( Red) Howe, Roy Gordon, Rue Overbey, and Truman
By Jodi Ledford
In the Middle Ages, however,
95
in favor, 53 percent went through
problem,
percent
drinking
a
had
they
students
that
time
During
Manufacturing
in
Murray
Murphy are new officers of the
the Reformed Church in
RICHMOND, Ky —Of the complete
and 8 percent un- "rebirth." Worshippers
unsigned per cent said they would but only opposed
two
Rome and throughout Europe
Foremen's Club.
Germany moved the saint's
Now, voting on a
approximately 500 persons who questionnaires and a written 60 per cent knew where to find decided.
this triumph of light
Miss Ruth Ashmore presented the program at the meeting of have attended the Alcohol Re- evaluation of the course.
birthday from Dec. 6 to the 25th
alternative, celebrated
an
and
plan
specific
help.
over darkness by decorating
Group I of the First Christian Church CWF held at the home of education Center at Ricmond, 83 The students have ranged in
and he's been known and loved
All students are given the the opposition has increased their homes with evergreen
as Father Christmas, Kris
Mrs. E. S. Diuguid, Jr.
per cent said they began drinking ge from 16 to 72 and their telephone number and address of sharply.
branches and other greenery.
Kringle, Shen Koll and many
alcoholic beverages before they educational background has the Richmond Comprehensive The House-passed bW would Candles were lit to symbolize
names ever since.
other
the
of
each
for
were 21 years old, according to ranged
a
says
allow $800 a year
for- Care Center, and Miller
no
from
the coming of the light, logs
Some Roman Catholics still
mal education whatsoever to few have sought help there after first two family members, $400 were burned and the ashes
center director Dr• Jerry
observe St. Nicholas' birthday
Miller.
each for the next three, $300 each honored for their fertilizing
attending his course.
the Ph. D. level,
on Dec.6 and children hang out
the
for
$200
"Since it's illegal in Kentucky Ninety per cent said they had
and
family
the
two
for the next
Other tnembers of
properties.
stockings for him to fill. f He Is
to be served in a bar until you're khk nothing but beer the night drink in 73 per cent of the cases, next member. This "basic inI While we were yet simmers, Christ died for us. —Romans 5:8.
The Romans paid homage to
also reported to carry in his
it...on
drink
Jof their arrest and 67 per cent felt but 75 per cent answered "yes" come" is higher than 22 states their god of agriculture Saturn bag a healthy supply of
Here IS an unsolved mystery, that the Son of Good should die for 21, where did they
Kentucky
Eastern
the
earns
raod?"
family
Schools,
the
period
the
As
this
cluing
pay.
members
other
y
now
were not haiardous drivers when asked "Do
the godless
switches for bad boys and
Year, businesses sod courts were
traffic
University
safetyl'when they were picked up ter M your family object to your income above $720 a
as
exclosed
for
merrymakers
$1
decrease
would
benefits
asked.
ng"
professor
inki
IDdr
WI
The English phrase -Santa
Persons could check more than every $3 earned, thus adding the changed gifts, enjoyed wine
All those enrolled in the CLASS
Among these students whi
Claus" is a derivation of the
and
is
It
even
music.
chronicled
have had their driver's licenses registered a 10 per cent BAC on a one answer regarding the working poor to welfare rolls.
Dutch name for St. Nick, Sinta
Proponents of the House that masters dined with their
revoked earlier for traffic breathalyzer at the time of arrest frequency of their drinking.
Claes and has been used in
violations, 88 per cent said they or refused to submit to the test, Seventeen per cent said they measure admit that it would slaves during this period of
America The English still call
by Carl Riblet Jr.
celebration
continued to drive without a itutomatically resulting in a =- drink daily, 58 per cent drink on boost the Federal government's
him Father Christinas) since
of
the
It
imwas
because
the early Dutch pioneers setlicense
month revocation of their weekends, 41 per cent drink at welfare expenditures from about
celebrations
Romantic love is like whiskey. You can't get along
the center, begun operator's license, subject to parties, eight per cent drink in $Etts billion to $15 billion the first portance of such
tled in New York.
of
goal
The
conwithout it until you swear off it forever; which is to last March, is to change the appeal, under Kentucky's im- the mornings, 21 per cent in the year. However, some states that Christians eager to
just drinking and driving behavior of
afternoons and 52 per cent at which have been hard- pressed
!pay there is a cure for everything if you can
plied consent law
Cf.i';•1
place—like
its
take
to finance increasing welfare tEJNINET
to
persons convicted of driving Nearly half )45 per cent ) had no night.
think of something awful
an
of
savings,
influence
Eighty-eight per cent said their case loads, would realize
car insurance. More than 75 per
setting the measles when you're recovering from while under the
intoxicant (DWI).
no
cent has had previous arrests. DSC arrest would change their
is
there
because
TV
the
off
turning
or
mumps
the
The important thing, Miller They were not asked to elaborate drinking and driving habits.
4.nore beer in the refrigerator.
said, is not convince them to stop on earlier charges
Almost all (99 per cent ) said
"In love, pain and pleasure
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Mrs. Terry Sills
Leader For Olga'
Hampton BW Meet

Engagement Announced

Senior recital of Patricia
Legeay, Paducah, soprano, will
be held at eight p.m. at the
Farrell Recital Hall, Fine Arts
Building, MSU,

Company Lunch
Salad bowl
Watermelon Pickle
Rolls
Pecan Tarts
Beverage
DEVILED CRABMEAT
Can be made ahead.
5 tablespoons butter
2 tablespoons flour
1 teaspoon dry mustard
1 cup milk
2 teaspoons lemon juice
1 tablespoon minced parsley
2 cups crabmeat
% cup soft bread crumbs
Make a white sauce with 3 tablespoons of the butter, the
flour, mustard and milk; stir in
lemon juice and parsley. Fold
in crab. Spoon into 11 ceramic
crab shells or similar utensils.
Mut bread crumbs with rem...hat/1g 2 tablespoons butter (melt-

ed) and sprinkle over crab mixture. Before serving, bake in a
preheated 400-degree oven until
hot and topping is lightly
browned-20 minutes. Makes 6
servings. (We used two 71,4.
ounce cans of king crab in testing this recipe.)

Accutron
by Bulova
The most welcome gift of all is AccuIron by Bulova ...the watch, that will
keep him on time wherever he goes.
So precise is the electronically.
powered tuning fork movement, that
accuracy is guaranteed to within a
minute a month.'
See our full selection of
Accutron gift watches today,
From $110.

WEE

DATE AND
DAY "AI"
IIK solid gold
$750.

—
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Moroi

DEAR ABBY: My son, a college sophomore, moved into
apartment with a fellow we knew.
Suddenly, he changed roommates. Only he exchanged
the fellow for a girl! Now, it seems we have acquired a
common-law "daughter-in-law "
Undoubtedly, this is a problem many parents are facing
today There is no talk of marriage in the immediate future. They say. "After graduation, maybe, if we still feel
the same about each other then."
However, what are the practical aspects of .She
situation' Must we treat her like a daughter-in-law, inviting
her to all family occasions? Our son is on a very tight
budget, which necessitates our sending him busfare for
visits home. Do we have to send HER busfare so she can
come home with him?
He is only 19, and not really ready for marriage, yet he
seems to have acquired all the benefits of marrage without
any of its responsibilities Our financial contribution cannot
be increased The girl is paying her share, as a "roommate?
U you think this is a subject of interest we would appre:
ciate comments from other readers involved in a similar
situation.
PUZZLED MOTHER TYLER, TEXAS
an

DEAR PUZZLED: Nowhere in your letter do you express
any disapproval of your 19-year-old son's living with his girl
friend. Your only concern seems to be financial. Since your
son can't afford to support a wife, and you can't afford to
subsidize him, you are not obligated to give his current
"roommate" all the considerations of a daughter-in-law.
DEAR ABBY: When I read your "PARENT'S PRAY
ER," I wanted to throw up!
What the world needs today is not a prayer for parents
asking for help in being better parents, but a prayer for
KIDS asking for help in being better children.
A GRANDMA IN CHICAGO

DEAR ABBY I Just loved your "PARENTS PRAYER"
I think you ought to print it at least once a year It would
be especially appropriate around New Year's, when resolutions are being made Thank you S. C. M.: COLUMBUS, 0. -

•••••willwwwww.

t-1

By Abigail Van Buren

DEAR GRANDMA: Don't go away. Please read the
following:

DATE AND DAY "4"
Blue dial
and strap
$115.

CALENDAR ''CK"
Stainless 'tee!
granite gryii
I
and strap
KIM

Son's roommate switch
puzzles parents

DEAR ABBY: Please excuse this sloppy writing, but I'll
be 87 years old next April and my "headlights" are rather
dim.
Shame on that man who calls his wife of 40 years his
"1909 model," and says a man should trade his wife in for a
newer model like he does his automobile.
His cylinder head is warped, his valves are leaking, his
pistons are slapping and his crankshaft is out of alignment,
and I'll bet he's having trouble keeping his tires pumped up
I married an "1884 model" in 1909. and I have never
seen a later model that looked as good to me In fact, she's
far more precious to me today than she was when I marG. H. SAUNDERS, CONCORD, GA
ried her.
DEAR ABBY: I don't imagine you have finished count
ing the votes you asked your readers to send in concerning
a letter which you found extremely difficult to answer But
will you please give us a clue as to which side is ahead'
IMPATIENT IN MONTANA

Factory Approved
Service Department

FURCHES
JEWELRY
East Side of Square

The Annie Armstrong Group of
the First Baptist Church will
meet at the home of Mrs. W.J.
Pitman at 7:30 p.m.
The TOPS Club will meet at the
Health Center at seven p.m.
The Phebian Sunday School
Class of the First Baptist Church
will meet at the Community
Room of the Federal Savings and
Loan Company at 7:30 p.m. with
Group I, Mrs. Vernon Shown,
captain, in charge.

An inspiring talk on the'
"Meaning Of the Christmas
Holidays" was given by Mrs.
Buron Jeffrey.
Mrs. Overbey served refreshments to Dr. and Mrs. Samuel R.
Dodson, Jr., Mr. and Mrs Buron
Jeffrey, Mr. and Mrs. 0. C.
McLemore, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
H. Douglas, Mrs Mu! Robertson, Mrs. J T Ward, Mrs,
Yandal Wrather, and C. B.
Crawford. Mrs. C B. Crawford
was a guest

Phone 753-2835

'We will adiustt: this tolerance, 11 necessary. Guarantee is for one year

(Love Studio Photo)

Miss Kathy Ann Thompson

DEAR IMPATIENT: The "DON'T GO'S" are ahead But
it's no landslide. Fan hoping to have the results for publication next week.
Wlsat's your problem! You'll fret Imitate if pm get it off
year chest. Write to itRY, Raz WM, Les Angeles, Cal.
MIMI For a peraosal reply amebae stamped. addressed
envelope

The
New
Concord State pool at eight p.m. No ad- Grove Church will have a
Homemakers Club will meet at mission.
Christmas party at the Holiday
the Holiday Inn at eleven a.m,for
Inn at six p.m with the husbands
the Christmas party and The Grace Baptist Church, as guests.
revealing of sunshine friends.
Baptist Women are scheduled to
meet at the church at seven p.m. The Night Owl Homemakers
The Arts arid Crafts Club will
Club will have a fondue supper
Gatlin
Mrs.
The Dexter Homemakers Club for members and their husbands
meet at the home of
Clopton at 11:30 a.m. A potluck 'will meet at the home of Mrs. at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
luncheon will be served.
Nida Puckett at 9:30 a.m.
Steven Decker at six p.m.
The Sunnyside Homemakers
The WSCS of the Mason's
Chapel United Methodist Church Club will meet at the Colonial The Murray High School Band
willl meet at the church at seven House Smorgasbord at eleven Parents Booster Club announces
the annual winter concert of the
a.m.
p.m.
Murray High and Middle School
Murray
South
The
The Cumberland Presbyterian Bands at the University School
Homemakers Club will meet at , Women of the
North Pleasant auditorium at 7:30 p.m.
the Holiday Inn at 1130 a.m.
The Opera Workshop Class
performance will be held at eight
p.m. at the Fine Arts Building,
MSU. No charge.
The Wesleyan and Ruth Wilson
Circles of the First United
Methodist Church WSCS will
have a potluck supper at the
social hall of the church at 6:30;
p.m. Christmas gifts valued at
one daooar will be exchanged. ;
Ada Sue Roberts, 753-8311 or
753-22.59, will be hostess for the
ladies day bridge at the Oaks
Country Club at 9:30 am

Your Dollar Buys More at

CAMPUS CASUAL SHOP
Where Quality Merchandise Is Reduced!
ALL FALL & WINTER

SPORTSWEAR
FALL & WINTER

DRESSES

Jr. & Misses

4 OFF
/
1

COATS - PANT COATS
1/4 OFF
& RAINCOATS

The Hannah Circle of the First
United Methodist Church WSCS
will meet at the home of Mrs.
Harold Eversmeyer, 820 North
19th Street, at 7:30 p.m.

Fashion
Notes

WRITTEN BY
itt cit.AS

Many knits for Christmas will feature the acrylic
knubby look found in tweed
boucles...These are so
beautifully done that one is
hard put to tell them from
the hand-made ones

Know how to top your
best friend's bonds)
wardrobe?
Buy a
sweater...Not just an
sweater.,.bat one of the
DM
jacquards...striped,
figured or spotted.

Whatever you do...don't
make the mistake of not
buying whippy pants of
plush for that college
girl...She'll doubly love
them if you pair them with
the rounded, shirt-bottom 1
.hirt.

1
/
4 OFF

Jr & Misses

Vahe Ghazarian and Nar,
Chubwa will be in charge of the
Youth prayer services at the
First Baptist Church at 7:30 p.m.

Thursday, December 9
The Licensed Practical Nurses
will have a Christmas party and
exchange of one dollar gifts at the
Southside Restaurant at seven
reservations by
p.m. Make
Tuesday with Barbara Moody
753-1423, Fay Puckett 753-5120, or
Ruth Chambers 753-3176.

!Mr., Mrs. Overbey
Entertain Members
Of Church Zone
Mr. and Mrs. Rue Overbey,
1630 Farmer Avenue, opened
their home for the meeting of
Zone Twenty of the First United
Methodist Church held on
Monday evening, November 29.•
They are the chairmen for that
zone.
Dr. Samuel R. Dodson, Jr.,
minister of the church, spoke
briefly to the group. Robert H.
Douglas, committee member of
all zones, explained to the group
the duties and responsibilities of
each member.

The Jessie Ludwick Circle of
the First Presbyterian Church
will have its annual Christmas
potluck luncheon at noon at the
home of Mrs. Vernon Campbell,
1701 College Farm Road.

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Finis Thompson of Murray, announce the
engagement of their youngest daughter, Kathy Ann, to Michael
David Lyons, son of Mr. and Mrs. David Lyons, Johnson
Boulevard, Murray.
Miss Thompson is the grandaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Chris
McCuiston of Murray. Mr. Lyons is the grandson of Mrs. Ira
Lyons and Mrs. Paul Watkins of Murray.
McKinney, Dan Miller, and
Miss Thompson is presently a senior at Calloway County High
Tommy Shirley as hostesses.
School. She is employed by Long John Silver's. Mr. Lyons is a
1967 graduate of Murray High School and attended Murray State
Wednesday, December 8
The Pottertown Homemakers University. He is presently owner and operator of Lyon's StanClub will meet at Southside dard Service.
Wedding plans are incomplete.
Restaurant at ten a.m.

Deviled Crabmeat

The Great
Christmas
Gift

Same

Mrs. Charles Mason Baker will
bring the Christmas story.

Murray Assembly No. 19 Order
The WSCS of the Goshen United
of the Rainbow for Girls will meet
Methodist Church will meet at
at the Masonic Hall at seven p.m.
the home of Mrs. Groover Parker
at seven p.m.
The Delta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will meet
Group I of the First Christian
at the club house at 7:30 p.m. with
Church CWF will meet in the
Mesdames Jim Mouser, Helen Q.
Miss Marlene Gooch
home of Mrs. Robert Hopkins at
Bennett, Sar Harry Sledd, A.H.
ten
a.m.
with
Mrs.
William
Van
Mr. and Mrs. Taylor Gooch of Murray Route Four announce the
Koppered, E.B. Howton, Miss
Meter as cohostess.
Mrs. Clara
engagement and approaching marriage of their only daughter,
Eagle, and Miss Rubie
Howard Titsworth will have the
Marlene, to Nelson Waldrop, son of Robert Waldrop of 1603 Ryan
Smith as hostesses.
program and worship.
Avenue,Murray,and Mrs. Opal Waldrop of Murray Route Seven.
MisrGooch is a 1971 graduate of Calloway County High School
The Kappa Department of the
Group II of the CWF of the
and is now a student at Ezell's Beauty School.
Murray Woman's Club will have
First
Christian
Church
will
meet
Mr. Waldrop is a 1970 graduate of Murray State University
its Children's Christmas party at
at the Murray Art Guild at two
School and is employed at Sanders-Purdom Motor Sales, Inc.
the club house at 6:30 p.m. with
p.m. with Mrs. A. Carman and
An April wedding is planned
Mesdames Field Montgomery,
Mrs. Marvin Fulton as hostesses.
Jerry Henry, Dwain Taylor, Dan

Kirksey PTA Holds
Meeting With Max
Hurt As Speaker
The Kirksey School ParentTeacher Association
held its
November meeting at the school
with Max Hurt as the speaker.
"Learning How
Quality
Legislation Affects Quality
Education" was the theme of the
talk by Mr. Hurt, a member of
the PTA and resident of the
Kirksey community.
Mrs. Rudy Lovett, president,
presided and Mrs. Charlie
Harrison gave the devotion
reading from Deuteronomy 78:114.
The school principal, Johnny
Bohannon, reported on the
success of the book fair held at
the school. Mrs. Harold Fones
read the minutes in the absence
of the secretary, Mrs. Edward
Willie. Mrs. Charles Coleman
gave the treasurer's report.
The room count for the most
parents present went to the
fourth grade, Mrs. Rachel Neale,
teacher. Hostesses for the social
hour were mothers of the sixth
grades, Mrs. M. B. Rogers and
Mrs. Danny Darnell, teachers.
Announcement was made of
the Christmas program by the
children of the school to be held
on Friday,December 10, at seven
p.m. at the school.

Thompson-Lyons Engagement

MthAl
Tuesday, December 7
Children's Concert, Murray
State University Auditorium.
9:30 a.m. Concert: Hazel, Faxon,
Lynn Grove, Kirksey, Sigma
Kindergarten, Memorial Baptist
Kindergarten, Lutheran Kindergarten, University Kindergarten, Head Start, and the
7th and 8th Grades of Murray
Middle School.
1.25 p.m. Concert:
Carter,
Robertson, Special Ed., the 5th
and 6th Grades and Special Ed.
of Murray Middle School,
Memorial Baptist Kindergarten,
University Kindergarten, Sigma
Kindergarten, Mother Goose
Kindergarten, and the University
School.

The Olga Hampton Baptist
Women of the Sinking Spring
Baptist Church held its regular
meeting on Monday evening,
November 29, at the church with
the president, Mrs. I.. D. Warren,
presiding.
Mrs. Terry Sills was in charge
of the program entitled "Mission
Needs In Europe and the Middle
East". This was a part of the
special observance of the week of
prayer for foreign missions.
The opening song by the group
was led by Mrs. Harding
Galloway with Mrs. Eugene
Jones giving the call to prayer.
Others taking part in the
program discussion were Mrs.
Sonny Lockhart, Mrs. Gerald
Cooper, Mrs. Bill Collins, Mrs.
BWy Paschall, Mrs. Crawford
McNeely, and Mrs. Bobby
Starks.
The women voted to give a love
gift, churchwide, for a newly
surrendered minister in the
Blood River Baptist Association.
Refreshments were served by
Mrs. Billy Paschall and Mrs.
Eugene Nance. Christmas gifts
were exchanged and sunshine
friends were revealed.
Also
present were Mrs. Bun Wilkerson
and Mrs. Marvin Billtngton.
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Open 8 to 6 Mon., Tues., Wed., Thurs
Open Starting Fri. 8 to 8 Until Christmas

Jeweling comes up
greater than ever in pop an
signals.. especially the
elephants., and, hot:testis
now, can you think of better
toe staffers for the
stockings at the mantle'

Remember, fasion is
your best SOCIAL security.
Littleton's will be open
each Sunday 1:30 - 5-30
until Xmas.

CAMPUS CASUAL SHOP

the Happy Yellow Store
is open till 5:38 Mon.-Sat.
till 6.00 on Fri.

100 N. 15th Across from Administration Bldg.

LITTLETON'S

PARKING IN REAR

HAPPY YELIO$9
STORE
DOWNTOWN MURRAY

The Sea Mists will present a
special water show at the Murray

USE YOUR BANK AMERICARD

fRwmwwwiFfmmuliltamamwall

Goose
14‘ok‘le

—
*
*
*
*

CHRISTMAS SPECIALS
25%-50% Off - GIRLS —
BOYS —

CHRISTMAS Pls
* GOWNS
Open Every Sunday
DRESS SHIRTS Selected Sizes
*
DRESSFS
1:00-5:30
PANTS
*
CAPES
and Weekdays 9:00-9:00
*
SPORT COATS
SWEATERS
FREE PARKING! * FREE GIFT WRAPPING!
KIDS, WATCH FOR SANTA . . . HE'S COMING TO MOTHER GOOSE SOON!!

THF LEDGER & TIMES --.- MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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Nicklaus Wins Disney
Golf Tournament Monday

t
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Kent

Kirksey And Lynn Grove
Advance In Tournament

UK

fine job of ball handling but tio
Ii points while Brittain scored
said.
BY MIKE BRANDON
By DAVID L LANGFORD some playing to do it," he
lack of height caused headache,
Faxon
for
eight
night
out
to point
Action got underway last
for Coach George Dowdy al.
ORLANDO, Fla. (UPI ) - And he was quick
5-23
8
6
4
18
in the Ilth annual Calloway Faxon
season. Tommy Futrell pace,.
With almost a quarter of a that he played in only
5-25
5
8
7
.
41
tour while
County Junior High School Lynn Grove
h
4P
Kirksey with 16 while Greg,.
((pillion dollars collected from tournaments this
Lynn
with
a gruelling
basketball tourney
Duncan scored 11 for the losul,.
gat sponsors this year for a Trevino set himself
2,
,
Rudolph
(23)
Faxon
Grove and Kirksey picking up
Warriors of Alan).
dew record, a happy Jack schedule of 32 contests.
6,
Ross
70-73-79-70-victories. The Wildcats of Lynn Brittain 8, Morris 2,
1 8 4 8-21
Almo
cklaus had a tongue buried in Trevino, who was
3.
Burkeen
and
2
Storey
while
25-23
Grove defeated Faxon
283 on the Disney Course,
17 10 13 4-44
cheek.
Kirksey
11,
Calhoun
(25)
Grove
the tourna- FRESHMAN BASKETBALL Squad members el the Calloway County High School Leiters are
Kirksey's Eagles beat Almo 44- Lynn
11,
"That's not a bad year, you complained early in
Almo (21) Duncan
Dot-on 5, McCuiston 5, Farris 4
row, left to right,
y worn
21.
know," said The Golden Bear, ment he was "mentall
shown in the Jeffrey gym at the start of the 1971-72 basketball season. They are back
Gearheart 5, Miller 5, Wells an
0.
Adams
and
Bryan
Miller,
Mark
who collected 630,000 from out" and needed a rest.
Jerry Conley, coach, Ricky Glover, Don Nance, Michael Black, Larry Dodd,
The first contest of the evening In the nightcap of the Fike 0.
71-66-71-70-Thomason, Jerry White,
Maness, Lennis Beane, Ricky Stewart, David Thorn, Danny Hous(on, David
Mickey Mouse Monday. "You Palmer, who was
Lynn Grove holding a 7-4 doubleheader Kirksey jilted
Kirksev (M) Joseqh 5. Arn,
saw
er, Barry Darnell,
finished
strong 7, Wilkerson 2, Isbell 4
can quote me as saying 'I'm 278 for the tournament,
and W. T. Patterson, assistant coach; bottom row, Darrell Gibson, scorekeep
lead over Faxon at the first Almo 44-21.
Kirksey
The
Murdock,
in
Thomas
Nicklaus
manager, Steve Simmons, Dave Thomason, Michael Schroeder, Steve Williams,
playing less and enjoying it five strokes behind
quarter. The first half ended in a reserves played much of the Stone 1, Futrell 16 and Beane •:(
third place, along with rookie Keith Wilkerson,
Bob Hargrove, Danny Pritchett, Ronnie Olive, Mark Adams, James Gillakin 12-12 deadlock as both teams
Thursday's games pits topballgame as the much smaller
former U.S.
Dickk Overbey, manager, and Keith Norsworthy, manager
Nicklaus, a man accustomed Lanny Wadkins, a
played slow down basketball.
seeded New Concord going
from
d
outmanne
was
team
Almo
Frank
Champion.
to seeing record but who still Amateur
against Lynn Grove at 7:00 whil,
both
The second half found both the opening minute. Almo did a
enjoys it, finished the $150,000 Beard and Hal Irvin
the nightcap sends Kirkaey ant:
nine
teams very nervous as many
Walt Disney World Open Golf carded totals of 279,
Hazel int0 battle at 8:20 p.m. All
s
The
Standing
made.
ABA
were
turnovers
Tournament with a four-round' strokes off the pace.
are at Calloway County
games
onal
Internati
Wildcats managed to pull to a 20- By United Press
total of 273, 15 under par and
School and admission is 75
High
East
18 lead at the end of the third
better than
three strokes
adults and 50 cents for
W. L. Pct, GB cents for
quarter
second-place finisher Deane
students.
...
.708
7
17
Kentucky
Beman.
With 2:29 remaining in the Virginia
passes for 229 yards, but hell, especially in the first
By JOE SARGIS
16 10 .615 2
But Semen wasn't the man
hawthe
-for
once
ed
free
a
sunk
n
intercept
was
game Don McCuisto
UPI Sports Writer
•e."11 15 .23 7
4f
Floridians
Nicklaus was trying to beat as
-.API low.'
The Chiefs converted only throw to put the Lynn Grove
SAN FRANCISCO (UPI) - 22nd time this year.
10 14 .417 7
York
New
s
of
situation
he made his final tour
away
Like Dawson, he was given five of 13 third down
team on top 22,20. Ross scored on
you stripped
11 16 .407 7 ,2
4r1Pf
to a charity toss for Faxon and the Pittsburgh
Disney's 6,924-yard Magnolia
erything else, it came down time to throw and wasn't but in every instance it led
9 15 .375 8
Carolina
Course with a 68. He was out to
the
but
score.
Wildcat lead was trimmed to one
to a matchup between a pair of sacked even once
West
better point with 1:45 left to be played.
get Lee Trevino, the merry
veteran quarterbacks, and the Kansas City secondary shut "You can't hardly do
L Pct, GB
"That,
Mexican who had been sitting
Stram.
six
and
to
had
said
it
that,"
when
won
off
ker
him
than
old Purdue Boilerma
19 8 .704 ...
left in the game Lynn Utah
1:25
With
game.
at the top of the money-won list
the
of
in
name
the
came
the
to me, is
from here to Lafayette, Ind., of his completions
14 10 .583 Po
Grove's Carl Doron calmly Indiana
BY MIKE BRANDON
going into the Disney Tourna;
final two minutes when the Overall statistics are meaninand back again.
11 14 .440 7
a
throws
free
School
Memphis
two
Middle
swished
Murray
The
rnent with a total of $229,552.
old boiler- Chiefs were in a "prevent" gless. The only thing that
10 14 .417 7ks
ed the Len Dawson, the
Curd's Wildcats clung to Denver
Freed
and
ball,
the
Moving
up
to
Nicklaus came out with a eighth graders entertain
give
share defense, content
counts is
maker who had
10 15 .400 8
seco
50
With
Calloway
e.
Dallas
of
advantag
24-21
reserves
freshman
San
total of 8244,490, counting some
we did that against
of ups and downs during a short yardage.
Results
banged
Mondays
Storey
yesterday
contest
the
in
left
School
High
he picked up in the Pro-Am County
Dawson picked up 198 of his Francisco."
sometimes checkered but otherlea Utah 104 Kentucky 100
Trevino, who afternoon and swamped their wise rewarding career, out- passing yards in the first half While things look Rosy indeed 15 footer and the Lynn Grove
Round, and
was down to one again. Mc (Only game scheduled)
finished in a pack 10 strokes guests 55-35.
OM wrapped
• ookered John Brodie, the old when the Chiefs scored 16 of for the Chiefs, it's back to the Cuiston iced the game b
,Tuesday's games
in Packs and Boxes
behind Nicklaus, left Fantasythe their points, and according to drawing board for the 49ers,
with
Indian
held a 13-8 lead at the Stanford
Dallas
fiv
Murray
at
with
Virginia
throw
free
a
land with a total of $231,224.
coach Dick Nolan, that who now need help from others meshing
end of the first period and at impressive passing statistics 49ers
Carolina at Pittsburgh
GIVE
seconds showing and the Ly
And Arnold Palmer, golf's all
difference
the
was
in order to win the NEC West.
titles.
no
but
stretched
had
Tigers
the
upse
halftime
the
at New York
pulled
Indiana
Wildcats
Grove
and
Sunday
-tirne money-winner, had to
Dawson
Atlanta
Praises
play
Nolan
Role
Key
They
Dawson's
the margin to 12 points. The
Denver at Floridians
win.
settle for third place in the
A me- ca s ...vilest Selling Cigar
"He's a fine quarterback and then finish up against Detroit.
second half found the reserves And so it came as no surprise
(Only games scheduled
and
$209,603.
with
on
derby
money
Washingt
doing,"
he's
play
what
defeated
Rams
y
Chiefs
knows
he
City
The
previousl
Kansas
the
had
that
Faxon
for
game
the
playing much of
San the Wildcats twice this season but
None of golf's big three has
after
we gave him Pittsburgh and
both teams and action tended to feated the San Francisco said Nolan, "but
up Lynn Grove came out fired up for
ever earned more in a single
ragged with 49ers, 26-17, Monday night in too much time to throw the Francisco the Falcons finish
bit
a
become
season and all three plan to
Orleans.
have
New
could
against
that
game
the
the game and took home their
errors
floor
numerous
skip the tour finale, the 8130,000
''The season isn't over yet," third win of the year. Faxon
scig for started them on the way toward
the
led
Wilder
Phone 753-1273
Bahamas National Open in
said Nolan rather bravely.
Murray with 13 followed by a division title. What it did for
a 4-7
*
Freeport this weekend.
IPTIONS A SPECIALTY
*
isn't, but who'd finishes the season with
PRESCR
it
to
right,
failed
He's
who
49ers,
10
the
and
12
with
Boone
record.
Nicklaus admitted the new Frank and
chances
Be
Had
It
Can't
49ers'
It
Get
-Or
Will
We
It
the
Have
We
on
bet
Kansas
only
to
like
the
on
e
respectively. Murdock scored capitaliz
Calhoun led the Wildcats with
Money record will fall sooner
of winning?
Calloway ty weakness, is make them
the
lead
to
nine
(4 later, "but it's going to take
THURSDAY COUPLES
wish today for a gift from
reserves.
Bowling League
heaven.
W..L
Team
Calloway County 8 7 9 11-35
games
more
two
Murray Middle 13 14 10 18- With only
391 121/#
Red e,rds
Monday's College Basketball 56,
left to play for everyone in the Ups & Downs
32 20
Results
31 21
homestretch of the National Fighting Four
31 21
Calloway (35) Wilkerson 4, Football League, Kansas City as & C'S
Hy United Press International
30 22
Cats
Nance 3, Murdock 9, Hargrove 4, now is in the driver's seat in Alley
Ohio St. 71 Utah St. 60
291,2 22/
2
1
Ten Pens
Says
2,
Pritchett
2,
Glover 8, Black
28 24
Florida St. 90 Stetson 54..
the AFC West while the 49ers Night Owls
21
25
Rockets
on
in
looking
outside
the
levier (Ohio) 83 Union ( Ky.) 69 Simmons 1 and Schroder 2.
on
are
25 21
The Wild Ones
2527
Princeton 69 North Carolina 71 Murray (55) Boone 10, Thur- the Los Angeles Rams, and Strikers
2
1
12 27/
,
24
4,
Adams
Reapers
12,
Frank
Fal1,
mond
maybe even the Atlanta
Maryland (Wilt t 94 Bowie St. 61
24 TS
Strikes
2,
Grogan
3,
Wilder 13, Hibbard
2
/
2 281
/
231
cons, in th NEC West.
Duquesne 75 Nebraska 53
Road Runners
23 29
f3ellarmine 94 Alcorn A&M 83 Robertson 2, Williams 1 and And Dawson, like Brodie a 15- Demons
31
21
Bunny's
Tabers 2.
year veteran of the pro wars, The Beginners
Villanova 78 Oregon 73
5 47
was the man who made it all
Plymouth st. 94 Castleton st. 73
High Team Game (Sc)
happen Monday night as he hit Red Birds
NFL Standings
'Bentley 95 Lowell Tech 76
700
ial
yards.
57
263
at.
for
Internatvz
passes
695
on 16 of 28
Vissouri 89 Montana
Fighting Four
By United Press
691
•
American Conference
The record shows he threw for Rea Birds
Pitts 103 0 io Wesleyen 48
Eastern Division
only one touchdown -his 14th
Allegheny 63 Grove City 62 I ot
High Team Game (HC)
819
W. L. T. Pet. of the season -but make no Fighting Four
Isdiana 59 Kansas 56
810
9 2 1 .818 mistake about it, he was the Bunny's
flotre Dame 83 W. Mich 77
Miami
803
Road Runners
9 3 0 .750 moving force in a Kansas City
tentucky 71 Kansas st. 64
Baltimore
High Team Series (SC)
2079
5 7 0 .417 offense that ground out 422 total Rea Birds
Stony Brook 95 Brooklyn coil New England
1996
Fighting Four
4 8 0 .333 yards.
NY Jets
1835
Road Runners
1 11 0 .63
Raiders Loom Ahead
iteubenville 96 Walsh 69
Buffalo
Series
Team
"It was a fine game for Fighting High
Alabama at. 86 Dillard 78
2368
Four
Central Division
2367
Lenny," said Kansas City coach Red Birds
Texas Tech 90 Oklahoma 70
Pct.
T.
L.
W.
2277
Hank Stram. "We knew what Bunny s
Georgetown (Ky.) 74 Camp.583
5
0
7
nd
x-Clevela
we wanted to do and he went
bellsville 69
High I nel Game (SC)
5 7 0 417
Pittsburgh
out and did it. Now, we have
Maine 66 New Hampshire 61
333
0
8
4
Men
i
Cincinnat
76
the Raiders to look forward
Dartmouth 90, Vermont
214
,Mary.n Burke,
2 9 1 .182
Houston
212
Vanderbilt 82, Bost] Coll. 75
to."
Jim Neale
Division
Waders
2041
The Chiefs, 8-3-1 to Oakland's Norm Chancey
Baruch 92 New Paltz 77
W. L T. Pct.
Next time you are in
7-3-2, play the Raiders in
'. N. Tex St. 69 Centenary 60
VINIMIsts
8 3 1 .727
Kansas City
203
Tex A&I 65 st. Edwards 71
Kansas City Sunday and can Patsy %lea*
r to bumper traffic
bumpe
192
7 3 0 .700
ar en Hargrcrye
vat
Wylie Coll 101 Ark. Baptist 69 Oakland
wrap up their first division title •
172
are in the wrong lane
Lax
you
M.tz,
or
5 7 0.417
San Diego
in five years with a victory.
Tex 90 Okla City 83
4 7 1 .364
Denver
and miss a freeway exit
Hi. loot Ganw (##C)
Rice 74 Citadel 69
Two years ago, the Chiefs
Men
the
as
playoffs
the
Midwestern 83 Drury (Mo. coil
to
it
made
ce
237
National Conferen
on an out-of-town shopping
,
Marvin Surto"
231
67
wild card team, and they never Ken Manlier
Eastern Division
trip you have the
226
Tulsa 96 Texas A&M 79
W. L. T. Pct. looked back, first beating the Dewayne Smith
extra time to ask yourself
In. (Tex.( 80 Tex. lAith 69
9 3 9 .750 Raiders for the right to play in
Wienseit
Dallas
240
View
Prairie
Karen
#4,1r9f0vie
104
the
then
Houston
Sam
8 3 1 .727 the Super Bowl, and
"Was this trip really
Washington
235
Patsy Neale
A&M 75
4 7 1 .364 Vikings for all the big money in Mitzi Lax
225
St. Louis
necessary 7"
game.
Hardin-Simmons 86 McMurry Philadelphia
4 7 1 .364 pro football's title
Ind Series (SC)
High
of
hero
77
big
the
was
4 8 0 .333 Dawson
NY Giants
Men
Count the reasons why
Baylor 81 Louisiana st 77
both those victories and you Jim Neale
580
Central Division
you should shop at home.
567
Tex. Arlington 96 So Dak at 81
W. L T. Pct. can't blame him for thinking Norm Chancey
556
Marvin Burket
Nicholls (La.( st 98 Houston Minnesota
9 3 0 .750 bout how sweet it all would be
First, every dollar spent at
Women
baptist ft
7 4 1 .636 once again.
Detroit
home is a vote for better
521
Neale
Louisiana Tech 113 Ark Tech 81 Chicago
6 6 0 .500 "If we play against the Patsy
- 480
Karen Hargrove
schools, community
3 7 2 .300 Raiders the same way we did Buriene Brewer
New Mexico st 94 New Mexico Green Bay
453
improvements, parks
79
Western Division
against the 49ers," said DawHigh Ind Series (HCI
Adams st 111 New Mex.
W. L T. Pct. son, "I think we will be all
Men
and streets.
631
Highlands 82
7 4 1 .636 right. Our execution, especially Earl Ferguson
Los Angeles
625
Burke?
Marvin
Ariz. 73 Calif-Riverside 72
.583
7 5 0
San Francisco
Second, not everyone wants
up front, was perfect, and Norm Chancey
615
6 5 1 .545 that's what you need to win
So. III. 96 Calif St. (Fulleton) Atlanta
your business like the
Women
79
4 6 2 .400 games."
New Orleans
624
Karen Hargrove
Loyola MI) 101 Neb. Wesleyan a-Clinches Division Title
people at home. Isn't it
617
Stram agreed the Kansas Patsy Neale
607
75
Monday's Results
City offensive line and defen- Mitzi Lax High Averages
mpre fun to do business
Western Kentucky 86 Old Kansas City 26 San Francisco sive front four did a fine job.
Men
with people you know
Dominion 80
191
17
"We took away their run," Jim Neale
186
103
Jones
Dan
Morehead
105
want our business?
Oral Roberts
(Only game scheduled)
said Stram, "and we gave
178
T.C. Hargrove
Bradley 74 Minnesota 67 frit)
Saturday's Games
pick
to
his
time
Dawson
178
Norm Chancey
River Falls 75 La Crosse 65
Detroit at Minnesota
176
targets. You don't always get Delmer Brewer
59
n
Northald
90
tech
174
Mich
Lyman Dixon,
Miami at Baltimore
that opportunity."
Ill
Fred
Stalls
74
Stout 89 Stevens point
(Only games scheduled)
The Chiefs got their points on
F.au Claire 94 Superior 56
Women
a 45-yard Dawson to Otis
COMMUNICATE CONFIDENCE. SHOP AT HOME
Sunday's Games
97
160
Louisiana
Mary Smith
So. Western
Taylor pass, a 25-yard run by Patsy Neale
155
at
Buffalo
Houston
Houston IN
151
Taylor on an end-around play, Joyce Roller
149
Wisconsin 67 Loyola ( La 66 Cleveland at New Orleans
in six tries Betty Dixon
goals
field
four
and
o
Francisc
140
Atlanta at San
Buriene Brewer
W Vir 87 No. Caro at. 75
, including one Jean Butterworth
Stenerud
Jan
by
1.10
.J
Colorado Mines 109 Rockmount Chicago at Green Bay
yards.
54
of
NY Giants
at
Dallas
89
Goal
Gossett's Field
Denver at San Diego
SanJose st 74 Air Force 67
San Francisco, now 7-5-0 E. TENN. ST. WINS TROPHY
Jets
at
NY
England
New
67
Colorado
Washington 72
compared to Los Angesles' 7-4-1
MANHAT'TA, Kan. (UPI) -Jacksonville Clvitan &Classic Oakland at Kansas City
6-5-1 in the NFC East Tennessee State piled up
Atlanta's
and
i
at
Cincinnat
h
Pittsburg
(1st round)
West, scored on a 35-yard 2,284 points of a possible 2,400
Jacksonville 86 Tennesse tech St. Louis at Philadelphia
a
Lr
ma
I
Brodie to Ted Kwalick pass, a Sunday to win the College
games scheduled)
KY.
(Only
MURRAY
72
three-yard run by Vic Washing- Division Team Trophy in the
Games
Monday's
Arizona st 72 UC Santa Barbara
an 18-yard field goal by 13th annual Kansas State
Washington at Los Angeles ton and
71
Bruce Gossett
University Collegiate Small
)
(twilight
85
Cleveland at 94 So. Dakota
Brodie connected on 20 of 32 Bore Rifle Tournament.
d)
schedule
game
(Only
Urbana 806 Cedarville 78

r

Jog 4114,-p

t

Middies
Win Over
Calloway

Chiefs Move Into Driver's
Seat With Win Over 49'ers

SI

KING
EDWARD

ARS

9 •

WALLIS DRUG

BOWLING
STANDINGS

College Scores

Peoples Bank

SHOP AT HOME

it's a sign of Confidence and helps
build opportunity in Murray.

Count the reasons
you should
shop at lieurno

Y

+411.

•••••••••11.

The Extraordinar) Ralik

PEOPLES BANK
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5 Maryla
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14 Brigha
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16. Mir.ne
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19. Villano
20.North
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Futrell paced
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UK Chalks Up Win Over Kansas
State; Western Tops Dominion

By United Press International
Alcorn A & M led throughout regulation time with a 20-foot
Of the seven Kentucky college most of the first
half. Bellarmine jumper to make the score 101-all.
basketball teams that took to the finally pulled ahead 43-42
with
Morehead led at halftime 59-52,
courts Monday night, three, 1:40 remaining
before in- but Oral Roberts closed the gap
including Morehead, Union and termission.
early after intermission and the
Campbellsville, chalked up
A field goal by Tom Stewart lead changed hands until the final
defeats.
with 32 seconds left put moments.
It was a different story for Georgetown ahead for good
and a
Sophomore forwards Leonard
Kentucky, Western Kentucky, 74-69 win over Campbellsville
at Coulter and Eugene Lyons each
Bellarmine and Georgetown, Georgetown Monday night.
contributed 25 points toward
which came out on top.
Campbellsville led at halftime Morehead's losing effort.
At
Manhattan,
Kan., 39-35, but Georgetown strugged to The Eagles are now winless
sophomore Ronnie Lyons- tie the game with less than five
after two games, while the
Kentucky's smallest player-was minutes remaining to play at 65Oklahoma school has won all
the big gun as the unbeaten sixth- 65. The lead changed hands
SWINGING SOUL-The Murray High majorettes provided halftime en- right, Debbie Lee, Carol Brandon,
three of its games in the young
Cindy Parker, Gaye Miller, Karen Kennedy
ranked Wildcats won their third several times until Stewart's season.
tertalnment at the Murray High +Calloway County basketball game Saturday and Cathy Christopher.
basketball game of the season, heroics put the game on ice.
night. Their routine was to the tune of "Swinging Soul". They are from left to
And, at Cincinnati, Ohio, Bob
Staff Photo By David Hill
defeating Kansas State, 71-64.
Mike Calhoun and John Owen Fullarton hit for 20 points and
Lyons poured in 19 of his 21 each had 17 to pace the tigers, Doug
Alt followed with 19 to lead U
•
points in the second half and hit who are now 4-2 on the season. Xavier
to an 83-69 win over
six clutch free throws near the Cambellsville, led in scoring by Union
end of the game to nail down the Bobby Embry's 18 points, now
Alt hit a 20-foot jump shot early
victory.
owns a 2-5 season record.
in the game to break a tie and
The cold-shooting Kentuckians In a game at Morehead, junior Xavier never
trailed, holding a
made only 26 per cent of their Guard Richard Fuqua pushed in 45-31
halftime edge.
shots from the floor in the first 39 points, including a tie-breaking
sixth, Long Beach State seUnion, led by Terry Smallwood
By BILL MADDEN
State 17th and Kansas 18th.
They all laughed when the
half but still led 29-24 at the in- 10-foot jump shot in the last with 19
venth, South Carolina eighth, Kansas
than the team, you usually
UPI Sports Writer
points, rallied in the
lost a rare home game Chicago Bulls hired Dick
termission.
seconds, to boost Oral Roberts of second half to come within two NEW YORK (UPI) -UCLA Michigan ninth and Houston
have problems."
to Kendicky last week.
Motta. "The Oriental detecJim Andrews collected 14 Oklahoma to a 105-103 overtime points, but the
As soon as Motta made the .
10th. Only the 10th-ranked
Musketeers went is on the move again.
Villanova and North Carolina tive?" they chortled. Then his
points and Tom Parker 13 to back victory over Morehead.
scene, he started remaking the
on a scoring spurt to widen the The Bruins of coach Johnny Cougars suffered a loss in the State completed the top 20.
started
play.
team
other
Now
to
Lyons in the scoring column.
team in his own image, with
Fuqua also tied the game for margin before the bench was Wooden picked up 29 first-place first week of play.
UCLA, which is seeking its National Basketball players who could be imbued
Kansas State never got closer Opal Roberts at the end of emptied.
votes for 324 points Monday to
Heading the second 10 was
-Association operators are
than four points to the Wildcats
grab the lead in the first week Jacksonville, which was dealt a second successive regular sca- wondering if there are any with the all-for-one-and-oneson
for-all spirit of the musketeers.
in the last half in losing its second Sports Parade
national
is
title,
going
with
et 2ie11...thig in the United Press severe blow to its chances for
more at home like him.
Only guard Jerry Sloan and
game of the season against one
International Board of Coaches greater heights Saturday when a Sophomore-oriented team this
Home for Motta was Mid- center Tom Boerwinkle, who
win.
year
now
that
forwards
Sidney
7-foot
major college basketball raDave Brent suffered a
vale, Utah, but he didn't go was a rookie that year, remain
Wicks and Curtis Rowe and
Western's Chuck Witt sank E
tings.
broken leg.
directly to Chicago. There were from
Motta
the squad
center
Patterson
Steve
basket with 7:41 remaining to put
have
several detours and stops along inherited.
North Carolina was second, Southern Cal, which dropped
the Hilltoppers ahead and defeat
the way, as in Grace, Idaho,
getting four first-place votes from its pre-season No. 3 spot been graduated.
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raise the general pork prices and to plan proEnos (Country) Slaughter? He Dick Walsh, general manager association's executive director, NEW YORK (UPI) -The
never quit hustling for the also got the gate at the end of Bill Murray of Duke, stated New York Nets of the ABA
duction deliveries like organized business men.
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School prayer rejection
pleases major religions
pubiic and private schools,
receiving secular education in
one and religious training in the
other.
A leading proponent of dual
enrollment is the Rev. Richard
Upsher Smith, an Episcopal
minister and educator who has
been close to the public school
scene for a number of years
and who now serves as a
consultant to the Religious
Education Association.
Smith has studied the many
proposals for incorporating
religion into the daily education
of the young and is convinced
that until something better
comes along, dual enrollment
offers the best - and most

Christmas toymakers turn Liberalization Of
from guns to crafts, 'rock' Abortion Law Sought

FERN TERRACE LODGE

Le

..-

The state attorney general's
office has ruled voters still may
register under the American
Party label even though it lost its
ADMISSIONS
Mrs. Annie Marie Parrish, minor party status in Kentucky in
Route 6, Murray Vincent Robert the last election.
Hoise, 1511 Johnson Blvd.,
Murray, Miss Rebecca Ann The American Party won its
Shiver, Box 18 Elizabeth Hall, minor party' status during the
Murray, Mrs. Nancy Jane Smith, 1968 general election when
Route 7, Mayfield, Brent Bennett, presidential candidate George
Route 1, Murray, Mose Hugh Wallace won as estimated 6 per
Thompson,. 516 South 13th, cent of the Kentucky vote.
Wesley State law requires 2 per cent of
Murray, Charles
Waldrop, 1602 Miller, Murray, the vote in a general election to
Albert Allen Poole, Route 6, win minor party status.
Murray, Mrs. Carrie Dumbar However, American Party
Hudspeth, 709 South 3rd, Murray, candidates failed to achieve the 2
Mrs. Ethel Bell Weston, Route 6, per cent figure in the Nov. 2 state
election, voiding its minor-party
Murray.
standing.
DISMISSALS
Asst. Atty. Gen. Walter HerdMrs. Inez Waggener, 209 South
said voters still could
16th, Murray, Frank Leffler, Box man
28, Hazel, Mrs. Wanda Sue register under the American
Williams, Lynnwood Est., Party label because "from a
Murray, Michael Perry, Box 215 technical standpoint" they would
White Hall, Murray, Mrs. Dean be registering as independents.
Downey, 401 South 12th, Murray,
Ricky Elwayne, Route 3, Murray, YULETIDE BARGAIN
Henry Daniel Paschall, Route 3, LONDON (UPI) -Sign in a
Puryear, Tenn, Mrs. Stella Ruth shop window: "Charity ChristHutchens, Route I, Hazel, mas cards -half price."
Thomas Brandon McCuiston,
Route 6, Murray, Master William
Scott Robinson, Box 87, Hazel, GRAND STRATEGY
Earnestine Skinner, 206 Pine, STAMFORD, England (UPI,
-Animal-lover Rorke Garfield
Murray.
calls himself 'The Fox." With
SWEr..1' REVENGE
a band of friends in fatigue
UPI)
+
HYERES, France
Marcel Bruno, a skating rink jackets, a clutch of smoke
manager, was so annoyed with bombs and chemical sprays,
the 1,000 empty bottles left at they went into action this
the rink by patrons of a nearby weekend to break up a fox
restaurant, he loaded them into hunt.
a truck and dumped them at "The plan worked perfectly,"
the restaurant's door. Police Garfield said, explaining how
charged Bruno with "hindering the smoke and chemicals
circulation on a public thor- confused the horses and hounds.
'They didn't get a single fox.oughfare."
o.ommo. ammo am. imp 4miso4.wmpo immoo amm•o411
o
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strengthened by these influences in its task uf building
faith and character."
Likewise, Smith added, old
conceptions of the role of the
churches are no longer appropriate. Roman Catholic
parents are more receptive to
public
benefits of
the
education, even if it is secular,
he noted, adding:
'•Protestants can no longer
put so much trust in the Sunday
school, which, at best, cannot
possibly accomplish all that is
expected of it, and their weekday 'released time' programs
have declined greatly in the
two decades since the first
cases involving religion in the
schools went to the Supreme
practicable - answer.
Court."
new
a
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and
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the
of
DEDICATION HONORF.F-S -Miss Clara M. Eagle, former chairman
While Jewish parents have
he
people,"
many
to
concept
$3.6
the new
more effective than
Richard W. Farrell, chairman of the music department, are shown with a scale model of
been
"but
interview,
an
.in
said
The center, along
s in maintaining
Protestant
million addition to the Price Doyle Fine Arts Center at Murray State University.
practiced
actually it has been
was
weekday after -school
with a recital hall named in honor of Farrell and an art gallery named in honor of Miss Eagle,
s
communitie
of
hundreds
in
State since
noted,
he
dedicated Sunday. Farrell and Miss Eagle, now gallery director, have been at Murray
across the country for 40 years programs,
enrollments in these in1945 and 1946 respectively.
more."
or
(Photo by Wilson Woolley)
The
Thus far, it has involved stitutions are declining.
'•"
Christian
of
ty.
Confraterni
Catholic
Roman
mainly
developed
children who attend public Doctrine program
schools for courses not offered for Catholic children attending
by parochial institutions and public schools has also fallen on
study religious subjects in hard times, he said.
"Despite heroic efforts on the
church-supported schools.
Thrctugh the years', dual past of talented and dedicated
enrollment has been known by religious educators in all faith
the label "shared time." groups," Smith observed,
Smith "present means of training
Legislative Whatever it is called,
The Interim
that it children and youth in the
convinced
are
others
and
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and practices of their
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By CLAIRE COX
Copley News Service
NEW YORK - Much has
been made of attempts to introduce daily prayer in public
schools, but that is the least of
the worries of the nation's
churches and synagogues.
Rather than being dismayed,
of
the
mainstream
Protestantism, Roman
Catholicism and Judaism
wholeheartedly
welcomed
congressional rejection of a
proposed
constitutional
amendment permitting prayer
in schools.
Prayer, in the view of most
religious leaders, is not the
answer to the problems confronting them in training the
young. They concede that the
lambs are straying from the
fold and that no one has yet
come up with a remedy acceptable to both church and
state as well as the general
public.
The closest anyone has come
as yet to arriving at a solution
is the concept of dual
enrollment, under which
children are entered in both
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Anyone Can

On this page 36 different verses from the Holy Bible will be
printed every week for 26 weeks. Underneath each verse will
be given a clue showing the book of the Bible from which it is
taken, together with a line showing within a range of 3
CHAPTERS how to locate the exact CHAPTER and Verse
number.
You must correctly identify the exact location of ONLY
THREE i3) vt rses on this page to participate in the award of
36 Bibles that will be given away each week. You may enter
THIS WEEK, ANY week or EVERY week during the 26
weeks program, until your name is printed as a winner. Each
week's page is separate and apart. and not related to a
previous or forthcoming week.
When submitting on this page the THREE 131 identified
verses, you must enclose a statement of 25 words or less, in a
sentence beginning with these six words: READING THE
BIBLE HELPS ME BECAUSE

Winners: You may receive

in person at the business whose
advertisement carries your name

Holy Bible

The name of each winner will be printed below
one of the advertisements appearing on this
page, next week. The winners may receive their
Bibles by bringing the page on which their name
appears to the firm under which the name appears. The Judges' decisions are final.
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Mail to: Bible Committee, Ledger & Times, P.O.
Box 32 Murray, Ky. 42071.
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Here is a challenge for you to test your knowledge of the Bible, and to
make you more familiar with its text. You are invited to use your Bible
Enter. , for reference and research before sending in your entry each week.
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'Pushbutton Engineering'
Helps Build Our Highways
FRANKFORT, Ky. —Highly
technical work performed by a
comparatively little-known
division of the state Highway
Department produces the
engineering Information upon
which is based the construction
of millions of dollars worth of
Kentucky roads.
Aerial pictures are the principal medium used by the
Photogrammetry Division.
Director Jim Carigan recalls that
23 years ago the Highway
Department made no aerial
photos and had at its disposal
only a few "alr shots" bought
from commercial sources.
aerial
Now we use
photography constantly,"
Carigan says. _
For some years the department had its own plane, pilot and
maintenance crew. However,
experience showed it is better
and cheaper to rent the services
of a state Department of
Aeronautics plane and pilot at
8100 a day than to operate a
separate flying service.
A plane specially modified and
equipped for this work is used in
all the aerial photography. The
photographer, Sitting in the
copilot's seat, operates a $30,000
precision aerial-mapping camera
mounted in the plane's belly.
Looking through a navigational
sight, the photographer adjusts
the camera's aim for overlap. He
makes sure that the camera
automatically snaps a picture at
intervals (say every five

seconds, depending upon the
plane's altitude and speed), in
order to get complete coverage.
Assistant Director A. E.
Hedger explained that the
Photogrammetry Division
consists of a cartographic
a
section,
mapping)
phototechnic lab) section and a
geodetic (survey) crew.
Equipment Which to the
layman would seem almost
wizard-like enables the car
tographic section, headed by Bob
Thimble, to use aerial photos to
calculate such data as the
amount of excavating that must
be done at a certain projected
cloverleaf, etc.
How can aerial photos provide
such information? G1aas.plate
diapositives (positive prints on
glass plates) are triangulated in
the Kelah stereo plotter to create'
a three-dimension image from
which engineering data can be
extracted.
The phototechnic section,
headed by James W. Sames
performs the lab work which is
the basis for much of the
division's operations and, when
time permits, does photocopying
and enlarging work for other
state agencies.
The lab has top equipment,
including a 830,000 overhead copy
camera and a $25,000 enlarger
setup.
The geodetic crew, headed by
J. D. Franklin, performs the field
survey work which complements
the aerial photography.

Jamaica south coast
has attractions, too
Other familiar places also are
By "oil RRAY J. BROWN
no more.
UPI Travei Editor
Unchanged, Iwkwever, is the
KINGSTON, Jamaica (UPI)
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this Caribbean island - while it
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Th. Jamaica
maintaining a financially sound
which piii- oil a live fashion
ult.-mato kfla I
operatiofi_ No rate changes have •,„3„,w and
:7 re3ultecl from the five quarterly carriers, andl pod of all for
,., reviews conducted by TVA Since cruise ships. viNteil Kingston on
From Miami
7! this procedure was adopted in an eight-day
:, connection with a general rate aboard the Norssc,...nari ,f,anli-bean Lines M/S fitar%anl.
,S.• increase in 1970

TVA Expects
No Rate Change

f
1

i

If

i
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LERMANS
SATISFACTION GUARANTIED

* Free Gift
Wrapping

A t'S
"iikM

`V

410 *or

OMA:464ae 4e.en& eo-07%;eze4ta4e41, otilt-eve41

y
ida
Hol
and
ter
Win
HANDBAGS

A
--044as
441

DRESSES

Jim

_SIRVE
with THERM-0-WARE
Fl FUT1211

99

BUFFETT FRYPAN
100", Fully Immersible for E-Z
Cleaning Jeweled Lustrous heavy
Gauge Alcoa Aluminum.
0 includes
Model It
cover and
7 1 I -RN Ir
controls

perime.-ly,

Barry P
Murray W
Polston e
program.

399 599

9

Beautiful handbags in many sizes and shapes
featuring patch bags, belgian linens, soft
,
vinyls, and others in multi-colors, black
brown.
and
luggage
navy,

(Con
Foue
Foster,
Lahe

MANTIC

Warmth without weight. 45% 1
polyester, 35'4 rayon, 2CI%
cotton,,Washable, single control guaranteed.

Pretty dresses... AI so bright
and gay for winter and
Holiday wear. Chave-settes,
bonded orlons other
far °rites. Attractive styles
include skimmer, shift, waist
model and others. Sizes 5 to
2.
1
2 to 24/
1
15, 10(0 18 and 16/

Beautifully Styled

ELECTRIC BLANKET

1 99

HOLIDAY
7,1 BLOUSES
299 399

Others 14.91 and up

Shop Early . . . Deposit Will Hold Selection

Long sleeve crepes, and
dacron-cotton blends.
Sizes 32 to 38.
Other Superb Styles to 5.99

master charge

Ladles

p.'—
ap DOUBLE
KNITS

with stand and large mixing bowl
Reg.
'14.99

1 100

350

Beautiful new Fancy and
Solid patterns. Cut from
full bolts.
54

59c yd

Pretty Styles for Pretty Little Ladies

7 to 14

Oak. to 11.99
Vals. to 16.99
right for Holiday
led
y
st
coats
of
groups
Two out
and Plaids, many with
and Winter Wear. Warm Tweeds
for younger figures
fur trims in fitted and box models

Nationally Advertised

Flannel
Shirts

MEN'S

Sanforized Colton flannel
sport shirts with long sleeves
and Ions tails. Washable
plaids and cflicks.
B. M. and L

$ 1 88

Acrylic fur tops, D'Orsays, Slides in your
favorite colors for ladies and children
For men and boys wide wale cordoroy
and grained vinyl tricot lined with
cushion crepe soles.

29
A'Yd•

to

499

Boys

CPO
SHIRT
Lined

Permanent Press
Polyester Blends

$5

199
for '
h•
Warmt
Wool-rayon blend in

NEC. 3.99
Newest styles including ribs,
zippers, and many others.
Sizes 8 to 18.

bold plaids and checks.
Stay bright after repeated
washings. Sizes 10 to IS.
Ulined CPO's 3.99

CHERRIES
Delicious Brock choc11-01. plots cov•rod ch•roies,
the Wine family will
BOX
•moy,

Negular
594

ock Assorted Chocolates 7oz. to
2 for $I.

Boys Permanent-Press

GIRLS CAR COATS '8 '9

SPORT
SHIRTS

(BELL SLEEVE)

WEMBLEY
TIES

A variety of solids and prints.

99

Many Patterns
$350 $4

Certifica
Holmes E
director,
Blankenshi
of the local

Lions

HOUSE- SLIPPERS

Reg. 3.49 to 3.99

KNIT
SHIRTS
2 FOR

77c

A total
munity se
the service
Red Cross
Present
Blood
made the'
blood to
were Edw
V. Johns°
entitle th
unlimited
they need i
Also me
served d
Campaign
and Mrs.
Mark Th
Scout Aide.

FOR THE FAMILY

Boy's Long Sleeve

, 12 116
!
Iten's Cotton

PANTY NOSE

1 99

GIRL'S
WINTER
COATS
4 to 6x

SEAMLESS NYLON

60 Wide

Jacquards, Deering-Milliken quality

46- & 1S wide

2Prbrs1

Run-resistant seamless mesh nylon reinforced
heels and toes. Small, med., and tall for women
and misses. Also one size stretch.

YO.

Signature Prints and Ultra -4"aded TU R B
YLICS
ACR
Blends Perma Press 2 yis.si
Fancies. stripes,
Rayon cotton blend
in solid colors and favorite
prints Washes easily.

Nylon Satin Panties

Value of 99c ea. Hollywood
Brief in Nylon Satin.
white and colors. Sizes 5 to 10

IONA

ELECTRIC MIXERS

Red

oys

and Tern z
Long Sleeve

KNIT
1 88 SHIRTS (
KNIT and
$4.99
SPORT
SHIRTS RUES

QT. INIRRO-MATI
PRESSURE COOKER
MIRRO-MATIC. Speed-cooks

eriost
creatisC
restraining
double tgate
The pay
and the M'
sealed for
deterioratio
call for the
lines pain
square and
tivities. A
apparatus
area, the
Other eq
the plan is
obstacle co
indoors or
elaborate s
phy
h d con
the
program,"
"The M
could make
grow
heth hildren
tW:
an
"
w
rea,'
aing
lack
eluded.
CO
The dates
to be at
vertently
store's adv
day's Ledg
. W
tod
7
Ph°
yga8rnd
aW8Phe
and

economical meats to juicy
tenderness in one-third time.
Pressure cooker control
automatically regulates pressure at
15 pounds.
$ 10

Other ties $2.50 - $3.00

MEN'S LONG SLEEVE

/14 .2:31

Popular stylish knit
shirts in many colors

Wash & Wear cottons,
PermaPressed
to
Dacron cotton & Terry $8.99

A PLEASING GIFT

Pennant Press
Handsomely styled knits in
polyester-cotton blends, also
Sport shirts in solids, stripes ,
plaids, checks, prints. The per.
feet gift`for the favorite man

99,0$1 299

S PAJAMASs299 $399
'
MEN
Sanforired broad
solid
and
prim.
lii
Others to 4.99
eloths. Stay-bright prim. Button-front coal

DECORATED
ELICTRIC WALL

CLOCKS
One for Every Room
$699

to $ 1099

Men's

SHIRT and TIE SET
599

699

Other dress shirts
99 it 499

permanent-press 65'A Polyester, 35 (otton for that fresh
look without ironin

ERMANS
FOR PRACTKAL GIFTS

Max Do
representat
Thomas Br
this present

.N1C)..H

1

7c

:R

ed

ular
9"
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Inaugural...

Parents Of
Local Woman
Die In Wreck

(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
dedication in this administration Story Hours will not be held at and third regular member
Funeral services for Mr.
automatically 'become delegates
and a service to God and to the Calloway
County Public
Lourelle
Bourland Sledd of 667
to the county convention, where
man."
Library on Wednesday as
Elm Street, Murray, will be held
farmers are elected to fill
Ford was legally sworn-in regularly scheduled
each week,
Wednesday at two p.m. at the
vacancies on the County Comshortly after midnight in a according
to Mrs. Margaret
of the Max H. Churchill
chapel
mittee, Hall said.
Alternate The mother and father of Mrs.
private home and Lt. Gov.-Elect Trevathan,
librarian.
community committeemen William Donald Overbey of Funeral Home with Dr. H.C.
Julian M. Carroll, of Paducah, The hours
have been changed
become alternate delegates to the Murray were killed in a two- Chiles officiating.
was given the oath of office in this week to
Saturday at ten a.m.
another private ceremony.
vehicle head-on collision on rainand at one p.m. when a special convention.
The County convention will be slick I-85 just south of Louisville Pallbearers will be Fred WorkThe cleaths are traditionally program by
the Sock and Buskin held
man, Tommy Alexander, Graves
December 15, at 10:00 a.m. Monday afternoon.
given shortly after the current Club of Murray
State University
Vernon Stubblefield, Jr.,
Hendon,
at the ASCS Office, Hall said.
Governor's tent expires at will be
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Unpresented.
After the county committeemen derwood, parents of Mrs. Buddy Farmer, and Stanley
midnight to assure an orderly
are elcted, the delegates Overbey, both died as a result of Duncan.
line of succession of state ofInterment will be in the Murray
determine which of the regular injuries received in the accident.
ficers.
committeemen will serve as Mr. Underwood, 67, was killed Cemetery with the arrangements
The U.S. Weather Service
(Continued from Page 1)
committee chairman and vice instantly in the collision and his by the Max H. Churchill Funeral
forecast light rain or drizzel this
chairman
for the coming year, wife, Rella, 67, died while in Home where friends may call.
afternoon with mild tem- the academic community ..."
Mrs. Sledd died Monday at 3:50
peratures around 60. The service He added they were "horrified" the chairman added.
surgery following the wreck.
a.m. at the Murray-Calloway
amended its earlier forecast of that the Supreme Court "might "ASC County and community
Also killed in the accident was
heavy precipitation but added not be dominated by liberals in farmer committees are in charge Ruth Evelyn Hance, 20, of County Hospital. Her husband,
Graves Sledd, died January 8,
of local administration of such Louisville.
umbrellas and raincoats will still perpetuity."
1952, and her parents were the
national
farm
programs
as
be the order of the day.
;
Senate Democratic Leader
Mr. and Mrs. Underwood made
Edwin Earl Bourland and
late
Feed
Grain,
Wheat, Tobacco, their home in Bufflao, N.Y., and
Ford, who decided only three Mike Mansfield made the
years ago that he had a chance of Rehnquist nomination the busi- Commodity Loans, Facility were presumed to be on their way Cora Lou Thornton Bourland.
Barry Polston, Murray Recreational Director, accepts a check for ;200.00 from
officers of the
becoming Governor, was given ness of the Senate immediately Loans, Wool, Cotton and to Florida for an extended She was member of the First
Murray Woman's Club, Mrs. J. Man Sparkman, vice-president, and Mrs. Thomas
Brown, treasurer.
Baptist Church where she had
the oath of office last midnight by after Powell was confirmed. He REAP (Rural Environmental vacation.
Polston expressed his appreciation and said these funds would help provide for
the expansion of his
Campbell County Judge Andrew said earlier he hoped the Assistance Program)," Hall Mrs.Overbey and her husband, served as general secretary of
program
the Sunday School for many
J. Jolly in the home of local Senate could vote on Rehnquist said.
the Murray City Judge, have left
"Last
year
approximately
70 Murray to go to Buffalo. Funeral years. She had been employed
pharmacist Sam Horn.
by Wednesday.
Kentucky's five living former A perhaps more realistic per cent of all the farmers in the services for the couple will be with the Murray Wholesale
Grocery Company for twentyGovernors were to attend the timetable, however, was offered county took part in one or more of held in Buffalo.
years before the firm went
eight
the
programs
administrered
by
festivities. Accepting invitations by Bayh. He told UPI it would
Mrs. Overbey has one brother,
(Continued from Page 1)
were former Govs. A. B. take him longer than that to lay ASC committees," he concluded. Charles Underwood, of New out of business here.
The Murray woman was a
Foster, and Mrs. A. C
"Happy" Chandler, Lawrence T. out his case against the
York. The Underwoods.ake also
member
of the Delta Department
LaFollette.
Several cases have been Rudy Mills, Route Six, Wetherby, Earle Clements, Bert nominee. It appeared it would
survived by four grandctiffdren.
of Murray Woman's Club and the
A total of 304 years of com- disposed of in the Calloway
T.
Combs
and
Edward
be
at
least
T.
Friday,
and
possibly
Mayfield, cold checking, fined
Woodmen of thsk World, and ,had
munity service was included in County Court of Judge Robert 0.
'Breathitt.
next week, before a vote will be
$50.00 costs $13.50.
as treasurer of the
served
the service awards made at the Miller during the past two weeks.
Ford,
47, of Owensboro, is the taken.
SOUTH FULTON, Tenn., Dec.
Maudie Bourland, Route Two,
Calloway County Cancer Fund
Red Cross meeting.
Names placed on the permanent Murray, speeding, costs of $18.50 first Governor to be from Daviesa Sen. Hugh Scott, the Republi- 6-Mrs. Archlie V. Hornsby, 79,
for fifteen years.
Present
to receive Gallon court records are as follows:
paid, fine of $10.00 suspended; County. The wiry, 5-foot-11, Ford can floor leader, predicted a registered nurse and resident
She is survived by two sisters,
Blood Donor Pins for having Hal Smith, Dexter, driving State
was
to
wear
Fulton,
of
South
2
died at a.m.
a gray pinstripe suit Rehnquist would receive more
Police.
Mrs.
C.B. (Pauline) Dorris of
made their eighth donation of while intoxicated, fined $100.00 Larry
than 73 votes for confirmation. Monday at the Fulton Hospital,
The annual December Family Springfield, Tenn., and Mrs. W.J.
Hillman, Route Two, for the inauguration.
following a short illness.
blood to the American Red Cross costs $13.50; driving while Siceas Jeffersonville,
..The
road
to
the
Governorship
informal
UPI
howevcount,
An
Night will be held by Woodmen of (Marjorie) Cooper of Murray,
Ind., speeding,
Mrs. Hornsby was a native of
were Edwin Jennings and Robert suspended, sixty days in jail,
World at the Woodmen Hall, and one brother, Dr. Leon
costs of $18.50 paid, fine of $10.00 for Ford began in 1956 when he er showed a maximum of 65 Calloway County, but had lived
V. Johnson. These cards will suspended on condition not drive
was elected president of the votes as of today, with 23 votes
South 3rd and Maple Streets, on Bourland of Memphis, Tenn. suspended; State Police.
in
Fulton
for
many
years.
She
entitle their families to an an automobile until he obtains
Jimmy Butterworth, Route national Jaycees. He served in against Rehnquist. There were was the widow of William Horns- Thursday, December 9, at 6:30
unlimited blood supply should driver's license; State Police.
p.m.
One, Murray, driving while in- the State Senate and then was 10 senators on which no reading by. She leaves her son, John
they need it in the future.
Gregory Wright, 528 Broad toxicated, amended to reckless elected Lieutenant Governor, could be made, and there will Hornsby, a Paducah city comMeat, drinks, slaw, etc., will be
Also mentioned as having Street, Murray, speeding, fined
missioner; a sister, Mrs. Gus furnished.
Each woman is
driving, fined $50.00 costs $13.50; though his runningmate, Henry be at least two absentees.
served during the 1971 Fund $10.00 costs of $18.50; State
Ward, lost the Governorship to
Paschall of S. Fulton; a nephew
requested to bring two dishes
State Police.
Campaign were Bruce Thomas Police.
Billy Stephens of Cape Gira- ( potato salad, baked beans, cake
Francis M. Williams, Hale's Nunn.
The Sea Mists, synchronized
and Mrs. Lanette Thurman.
Debbie Coleman, Route Two, Trailer Court, Murray, speeding, It was about three years ago,
deau, Mo.
or pie).
swim club at Murray State
Mark Thurman served as a Boy Murray, fishing without a costs of
Ford
said,
that
he
decided
to
Funeral
services are set for
John C. Robinson of Fairfield, University, will present
$18.50 paid, fine of $10.00
a special
Scout Aide.
seek the Governorship. "It came
I p.m. Tuesday at the Hornbeak
license, costs of $8.50 paid, fine of suspended; State Police.
national trustee, will be the show entitled, "Walking
In A
Funeral Home. Rev. Gerald
$10.00 suspended; Department of Kenneth Mohler, Route One, somewhere between the first and
special guest and will install the Winter Water Land",
at the
Stow and Rev. Herman Choate
Certificates were presented by Fish and Wildlife.
second
sessions
of
the
legislature
officers of Sorority 827, Grove University swimming
Kirksey, speeding, costs of $18.50
pool on
will officiate. Burial will be ir
Holmes Ellis, vice-chairman and
Terry M. Scott, 604 North 6th paid, fine of $10.00 suspended; during my term as Lieutenant
6126, Court 728, and Camp 592. Thursday and Friday,
S.
December
Pleasant
Grove
Cemetery
director, and
Mrs. Jean Street, Murray, breach of peace, State
Governor,"
Ford
said.
Entertainment will be fur- 9 and 10, at eight
Police.
near Hazel, Ky.
p.m. each
Blankenship, executive director fined $10.00 costs $18.50; Sheriff.
nished by the "on campus" evening.
Bobby Knight, Route Three, "The hometown people were
Pallbearers
will
be
Raymond
of the local chapter.
saying
`Look
your're in the
David Wrye, 805 Story, Murray, fishing illegal comsorority,
Chapter
842.
Brown, Jack Isbell, Robert
No admission will be charged
Murray, speeding, costs of $18.50 mercial lines, fined 615.00 costs number two spot now,'" Ford
All Woodmen and their families and the public is invited
Shadoan, Leo Goode. Arthur K.
to attend,
paid, fine of $10.00 suspended; $18.50; Department of Fish and recalled in an interview, "and
are invited.
Edward, Raymond Bennett.
a club spokesman said.
Daviess County has never had a
State Police.
Wildlife.
Lonnie Williamson, Calvert Timothy Forth, Hardin, Governor. It all makes you start
(Continued from Page 1)
City, no registration plates on speeding, costs of $18.50 paid fine to think."
creased by reibcation of' a mobile twine and moving rtillsUe or Irtallissuspettded ; State Police. _seeking the state's top attics
restraining fence. An additional home for hire without_parmiror
Mary Ann Smith, Route Six, meant opposing the part y
six foot chain link fence with certificate, fined $50.00 costs Paris, Tenn.,cold checking,fined stalwarts and his former mentor,
Ex-Gov. Combs, for the
$13.50; Department of Motor $10.00 costs $25.50.
double gate was installed.
The paved area between Austin Vehicle Transportation.
Willis Chappell, Route One, Democratic nomination.
and the Middle School has been David Taylor, Owensboro, Gilbertsville, speeding, costs of Ford took the chance and
sealed for protection against speeding, costs of $18.50 paid, fine $18.50 paid, fine of $10.00 defeated Combs in the primary
by 42,000 votes and rolled to
deterioration by weather. Plans of $10.00 suspended; State Police. suspended; State Police.
Weir, Louisville, William Irvan, Route One, victory in the general election by
call for the area to have game Edwin
lines painted for volley ball, four speeding, fined $10.00 costs Benton, speeding, fined $10.00 a 58,000-vote margin over
Republican Thomas D. Emsquare and other outdoor ac- $18.50; State Police.
costs $18,50; State Police.
Charles Norman, Tupelo, Loyd Buhler, 1509 Clayshire, berton.
tivities. A coordinated exercise
apparatus will be placed in this Miss.,speeding,fined $10.00 costs Murray, speeding, costs of $18.50 The other statewide officers,
$18.50; State Police.
area, the spokesman added.
paid, fine of $10.00 suspended; all Democrats swept to victory
with Ford, will take office Jan. I.
Other equipment included in Charles Hatchett, Route Six, State Police.
the plan is a 10-15 piece portable Benton, speeding, costs of $18.50 Aaron Sanderson, Route Three, The festivities end late tonight
obstacle course that can be used paid, fine of $10.00 suspended; Murray, driving while in- with the formal balls in four
indoors or outside. It is a rather State Police.
toxicated, amended to reckless locations.
elaborate set of equipment that Jewell Garner, Murray, cold driving,fined $100.00 costs $13.50;
should contribute significantly to checking, fined $10.00 costs State Police.
physical
the
education $18.50; Sheriff.
Charles Allan Jeffrey, Route
J.R. White, Route Two, Hazel, One, Hardin, speeding costs of
program," a spokesman said.
(Continued from Page I
"The Murray Lions Club felt it driving while intoxicated, $18.50 paid, fine of $10.00
Linn and the late Mr. lAnn of
amended
to
reckless
driving,
could make a major contribution
suspended; State Police.
Murray. She is now a teacher of
to the growth and development of fined $100.00 costs $13.50; State Donna Inman, Route One,
mathematics at Calloway County
Hardin, speeding, fined $10.00
the children of this community in Police.
High School.
Young,
Rickey
One,
Route
costs $18.50; State Police.
an area where public funds were
Mr. and Mrs. Tarry have two
lacking," President Ward con- Alin), speeding, costs of $18.50 Ralph Latimer, Route One,
paid, fine of $10.00 suspended; Hazel, speeding, fined $10.00 daughters who are Mrs.
cluded.
Margaret A. Zieba of Cape
State Police.
costs $18.50; State Police.
Girardeau, Mo., and Miss
Swift,
Alton
Story,
1303
Max Arnold, 901 Coldwater
CORRECTION
Rebecca Jane (Becky; Tarry,
The dates for the photographer Murray, speeding, costs of $18.50 Road, Murray, reckless driving, now serving
in Hong Kong as a
fine
paid,
of
suspended;
$10.00
amended
to unnecessary noise, journeyman
to be at Lerman's were inadunder the direction
Police.
State
fined $10.00 costs $18.50; State
vertently not included in the
of the Foreign Mission Board of
store's advertisement in Mon- Ronald Prescott, Route Six, Police.
the Southern Baptists.
Murray,
speeding,
fined
,
$10.00
William
Lawrence,
Route One,
day's Ledger & Times. The
Tarry has been active in
Hazel, no inspection certificate,
photographer will be at Lerman's costs $18.50; State Police.
community
affairs and has
today and Wednesday, December Scott Quallt, Mayfield, reckless costs of $18.50 paid, fine of $10.00 served Dexter in many ways
$18.50;
fined
driving,
costs
$10.00
suspended;
Police.
State
7 and 8.
other than as postmaster. He is a
State Police.
deacon at the First Baptist
Church at Murray.
Residents of Dexter said they
welcome Mrs. Nell Gore as acting postmistress, but wish to say
to Mr. Tarry, "Thank You and
hope you will enjoy your
retirement, but we will miss you
as Dexter Postmaster."

Powell . ..

Several Cases Heard In Calloway

Former Resident
Of County Dies

Special Water Show
Planned By Club

Send Greeting Card
To Man In Service

Attended Our Open House"
Congratulations To The Winners
of our
Free Insured Savings Accounts
1. Christine
Thurman
2. Cora Kimbro
3. Roger Simmons
4. Dewey Grogan

5. Raymond Workman
6. Bryan Neale
7. Mrs. Ray Herndon
8. James G. Owen

Staff:
Bruce Thomas
Bobby Grogan
Helen Foley
Shirley Billington

Advisory Board Members:

James Blalock At
Memphis Hospital
James Blalock, Calloway
County Circuit Court Clerk and
co-owner of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home, is in critical
condition at the Baptist Memorial
Hospital, Memphis, Tejig
He was rushed by ambulance to
the Memphis hospital on Monday
morning where he is reported to
be resting well and responding
well to the treatment being given
him there.

Max Dowdy, Chief of the Calloway County Rescue Squad, accepts a donation of $100 041 from
representatives of the Murray Woman's Club, Mrs. J. Matt Sparkman, vice-president, and Mr's.
Thomas Brown, treasurer. The executive board of the Murray Club had previously voted to make
this presentation.

The local official entered the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital on Saturday. His address is 4745 Union East, Baptist
Memorial Hospital, Memphis,
Tenn

Dr. Ralph H. Woods
Mr. W. R. Perry
Mr. Ronald W. Churchill

Murray Branch
Federal Savings and Loan
Murrdy

153 7921
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By APRIL KERR
Copley News Service

SYDNEY, Australia — For a
bird lover like Kerry Muller,
living in Australia — where
exotic birds abound — was an
idea he'd had for years. Last

year he and his family, along
with 3,591 other Americans,
came from the United States to
start a new he in Australia.
There are now almost 16,000
Americans living here. What
makes them come? Apart from
the birds, the Mullers' reasons

for immigrating were similar
to those of many recent
American migrants.
Originally from San Diego,
Kerry left his job at the San
Diego Zoo in 1965 to take his
wife Mozelle and their three
children to Washington, D. C.,

e
* Ledger & Times TV Schedul
CH. 6

CM. S
CH. 4
CH 3
WPSD
WLAC
WSM
WSIL
6:30 Grinch
6:30 Sarge
6:30 Urge
7:00 Charlie Brown 7:30 Funny Side
6:00 News
Squad 7,30 Funny Side 7:30 Carol
6:30 Mod
Julie 8:30 Nichols
0:30 Hope Special 11:30 Cannon
7:30 Movie
9:30 Dragnet
9:00 Marcus Welby 9:30 Scene
9:30 WoodsWaters 10:00 News
10:00 News
10:00 News
10:00 News
10:30 Tonight
10:30 Caved
10:30 Tonight
10:30 Movie

6 00 moo.. Show 5:45 Journal
11:30 LaLanne
6:00 News
7 00 Today
900 The Hour
AM
4:30 N'Ville
9-00 Dinah
10:00 Am. Rel.
Korn.
7:55 Kitc.
9 30 Concen
1030 That Girt
4:00 Kangaroo
10:00 Sale-Cen
11:00 Bewitched
9:00 Tell-Truth
10:30 Squares
11:30 Password
11:00 Jeopardy 9:30 T or C
12:00 My Child.
10:00 Fam. Affair
11:30 WWW
12:30 Make-Deal
10:30 Love of Life
12:00 Noon
1:00 Newlyweds
11:00 Heart Is
1:00
Otrt
Lives
1:30 Dating
11:30 Search
1:30 Doctors
2:00 Gen
12:00 Singing Con.
2:00 An. World
2:30 One Life
1200
2:30
Promise
3:00 Love Am
12:25 News
3:00 Somerset
3:30 Matinee
12:30 World Turns
330 Virginian
5:00 Space
1:00 Love Is
Mayberry
5:00
6:00 News
5:25 Wea.-Spts. 1:30 Guiding Light
6:30 Sports
2:00 Secret Storm
5:30 News
7:00 Bewitched
2:30 Secret Storm
6:00' News
7:30 Ed Father
2:30 Edge of Night
Fern. 6:30 Dragnet
11:00 Smith
Pyle
3:00 Gomer
7:00 Adam 12
11:30 Shirley
3:30 Gilligan
9:00 Man 8. City' 7:30 Movie
Movie
9:00 Night Galley 4:00
10:00 News
5:25 News
10:00 News
10:30 Cave/
6:00 News
1030 Tonight
6:30 Jubilee VTR
7:00 Burnett
111:00 Medical Coe.
9:00 Mannix
10:00 News
10:30 Movie

where he had a job at the
National Zoo. But once in the
capital, they became increasingly concerned about
drugs, pollution and crime and
the difficulty of bringing up
children in that environment.
So when Kerry had the

Evening *
CH. 8
WSIX
6 30 Mod Sq.
7 30 Movie
9 00 Welby,M.D.
10.00 TakesThief
11:00 News
11 30 Cavett

6:30 McCoys
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portunity to come to Australia
to work in Syndey's Taronga
Zoo as curator of birds, he took
it.
The Mullers have now been
Australian residents for 14
months and they like their new
country. They will keep their
American citizenship, but they
intend to live here permanently. However, they
encountered many unexpected
setbacks, so it isn't hard for
them to understand why almost
a third of the American
migrants return home each
year.
Finance is the Mutters'
overriding problem. They had
been led to believe that prices
were lower in Australia,
balancing the lower salaries.
"But nothing," said Kerry,
"costs less in Australia.
Coming here meant I took a 50
per cent cut in salary and the
cost of living is the same."
Finding suitable housing was
a problem, and rent was much
higher than they expected.
"We're paying $60 more a
month for the house we're in
now than we were paying in
Washington, D. C.," Cerry
said. "We wanted to buy a
home," he added, "but
financing is difficult to get and
the costs are rising by 20 per
cent every year."
To alleviate some of the financial strain, both Kerry and
Mozelle looked into getting
part-time jobs, but both were
unsuccessful. Mozelle found
that employers were reluctant
to hire women with children
still in school, and Kerry
eventually gave up the idea of
moonlighting when faced with
the scarcity of after-hours jobs.
Kerry attributed the lack of
after-hours employment to the
limited store hours: nearly all
businesses are closed by 5:30
on weekdays and are only open
a half-day on Saturdays.
Saturday morning is often the
only time working people have
to shop.
"And Saturday morning
shopping is fierce," Kerry
exclaimed.
Although Australia is similar
to the United States in many
ways, the American wife may
find grocery shopping tiring
and time-consuming. Supermarkets are still scarce, so
most shopping 04s done going
from one small specialized
store to the other. Moselle has
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By HERB STANTON
Copley News Service
QUESTION: "Washington
pundits are convinced that
Treasury boss John Connally
has his sights set on 1972. What
say his stars? Has he reached
his peak as head of Phase II?"
ANSWER: Don't you believe
it!
John Connally is a native of
Pisces, Zodiac sign of
mysteries. Therefore, we
should move cautiously in
attempting to study his
motives. There is even a
mystery concerning his birth
date, on which authorities
disagree. We have used Feb.
27, 1917.
Using a horoscope for that
date, we find that 1972 may well
be his shining hour. More of
this later..
As a barefoot, sunburned boy
in Floresville, Tex., Connally
used to help his father butcher
livestock. The family knew
grinding poverty. Like many
who emerged • from such a
background, Connally has no
intention of being poor again.
(Jupiter, ruler of abundance, is
in his horoscope house of
earnings, placed in Taurus, a
money sign.) Today this
barefoot boy commands the
vast U. S. Treasury and has a
personal fortune estimated in
the millions.
On his way up, Connally
studied law at the University of
Texas, was decorated for
service in World War II, and
became a secretary to then
U. S. Sen. Lyndon Johnson.
Cleveland Amory delights in
punning that -Connally sits in
the shade of the Lyndon tree."
No longer, Mr, Amory. ...
In 1952, our man returned to
private practice as attorney for
Texas oil man Sid Richardson.
Following the 1960 election, in
which Texas clinched the
victory, John
Democrat
Kennedy rewarded Connally
with the post of secretary of the
Navy.
As secretary. Connally
signed a routine letter rejectuig
a plea from one Lee Harvey
Oswald. Like a stone case in a
pond.Skis knusareverit was later
to make waves. The letter was

It was LBJ who remarked in
a moment of exasperation that
Connally was happiest when
wearing a $300 suit and handmade shoes, in the company
of men similarly attired. Yet
Johnson seems genuinely fond
of his protege.
Pluto s location in early
Cancer (sign of parenthood)
implies that Connally has
always needed a father figure
to lean on. He has had three of
them: Lyndon Johnson, Sid
Richardson, and now Richard
Nixon. "The President stands
in awe of him," says a top
Nixon aide.
South Node in Cancer
suggests that Connally is a born
reformer. This ties in nicely
with Venus (the heart) in
Aquarius, which describes a
man who loves humanity in an
abstract way, rather than
concentrating on the welfare of
a few.
We speculate his Moon is in
Gemini, making him an af-

fable, clever, and likable man
who is always aware of his
image.
His Saturn is in Cancer, our
nation's Sun Sign. As leader of
the Freeze and Phase II,
Connally has acted upon our
country in a Saturn way, imposing restrictions.
"I like to be part of
everything that goes on (at
Treasury) ... I'm just interested in everything," he
said.
A reporter asked,"Does that
include the vice presidency?"
Connally gave a hearty laugh
and smoothed his silver-gray
hair. "Now, you just picked out
the one thing in which I have no
interest whatsoever."
Yet in 1972, Sun will progress
to his birthchart Jujaiter
. Luck). It will be joined by
Venus. This, then, could be his
shining hour. He will seem to
life,
charmed
a
have
politically. This chart has
implications for every political
figure in Washington.
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
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gotten used to the situation, but
found among Oswald's effects,
doesn't enjoy it.
'I've gone to the super- after he fired one or more
market a couple of times," she bullets into the limousine
and
Connally
said, "but things are so ex- carrying
pensive there that I'm better President Kennedy,
Returning to Texas in 1962,
off going to my little shops."
the
captured
But if there are any disad- Connally
vantages to being in Austfalia, governorship of the Lone Star
the three young Mullers, State and held it until 1969. In
daughter Annette, age 12, arid February, 1971, Mr. Nixon
Treasury
sons Troy, 10, and Pat, 7, appointed him
haven't discovered them yet. Secretary. As chairman of the
Cost of Living Council, he will
"They've never been haprun Phase II.
Annette
Mozelle.
pier," smiled
Is this as high as Connally
has made lots of friends at
can go? Not with this
school, "reptile crazy" Troy
horoscope!
has more than enough lizards
The secretary has been
is
arid
Pat
happy,
him
keep
to
as saying that he was
quoted
air
fresh
Australian
thriving on
for a special purpose"
"spared
and sunshine.
on Nov. 22, 1963, when he rode
are
children
All three of the
with the doomed President
enrolled in the local public
Kennedy. What combination of
school and although they are
stellar influences could have
the only Americans there, have
produced this singular man,
had no trouble adjusting.
who believes in his own
is
notes,
Discipline, Mozelle
manifest destiny?
much stricter in Australian
For one thing, Sun is teamed
schools, "but I think it's good
with fiery Mars, in Pisces a
for the kids."
Water sign). Fire plus Water
The Mullers sometimes
produces steam. Sun here tells
nighttime
of
lack
regret the
us that Connally has always
activities in Sydney, but many
patterned himself after men he
favorite weekends are spent at
admired. Lyndon Johnson was
nearby beaches. As soon as the
such a man.
weather gets warmer, Kerry
favorite
a
up
take
plans to
Australian sport: surfing.
cks, the
In spite of the d
ive when
Muller
An apparent epidemic of flat
they/haracterize Au alia as
feet in New York, which reUnited
e111T11Tthe
years
"25
sulted in free prescriptions for
is 25-year gap and
stats"
17,000 pairs of orthopedic
is
Kerry
lacleof "progress,"
shoes, has been exposed by
quick to point out, make
welfare officials as a ruse
Australia a healthy enThe racket was exposed after
vironment to live and grow up
city official, posing as a wela
walk
to
afraid
not
in. "You're
fare client, attended meetings
down your own street at night
of a welfare rights group and
here," he said.
heard announcements such as:
According to the Mullers. the
"If you want free shoes go and
pollution
less,
is
problem
drug
see Dr. ."
is less, crime is less and
their
in
less
overpopulation is
new home while the pace of life
is slower and activity is more
outdoor-oriented.
They both like Australians,
finding them honest, unhurried
and conservative.
Summarizing her feelings
about coming to Australia,
Mozelle considers it "just like
starting all over again -- we
te.
ing
ntsho
etnio
vu
haB
of all they had to
feel they
Mullers
the
up,
give
made the right decision when
they left the United States to
live -Down Under."
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FOR SALE
FOR SALE
SERVICES OFFERED
10'x55'
MARLETTE, two BELTONE FACTORY fresh BULLDOZER WORK, trucking,
bedroom trailer. Fully carpeted,
hearing aid batteries for all make also bank gravel, fill dirt and
call 753-6226.
D7C hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. DSC topsoil. Phone Hardin 354-8569 or
354-8161 after 6:00 p.m.
D7C
* Cordless Electric Shears
BLUE LUSTRE not only rids •BACKHOE
OR dozer services.
Large Planters
carpets of soil but leaves pile soft Expert work.
* Bird Feeders
Reasonable. Phone
confused somewhat by the attached to rag bodies and
and lofty. Rent electric sham- 753-9807.
By BARBARA HARTUNG
TFC
* Poinsettias * Large Foliage Plants
discovery of Egyptian tomb carefully modeled even to the
pooer $1. Begley's Drug
Copley News Service
figures called Ushabti, which point of having hair attached
D11C FOR ALL your home
Store.
additions,
23-1/16X35"
When hundreds of thousands were buried with their master strand by strand. As the years
alterations, remodeling, etc.
of
little girls open their to accompany him on his went by wax was succeeded in
ORGAN,
WURLITTER
model
Free
Estimates. Phone 753500 N. 4th
.009 Thick
Christmas
gifts this year, there journey after death. Said to doll making by paper rnache,
4059, like new. If interested phone 6123.
TFC will be
lots
of dolls finding new have been 'made in large then china and finally bisque.
These plates are perfect 435-4238 after 5:30 p.m.
D7C
homes.
And
although the toy numbers, these figures have The French successfully
ELECT'ROLUX SALES & SerWILL DO Interior Painting. market is comprised
Germans in the
FOR RENT
for siding or roofing
of more been dug up and were first challenged the
vices, Box 213, Murray, Ky., CM
AKC REGISTERED white Toy Phone 753-3484.
D7C and more toys and mechanical thought to be dolls. However, quality ot production of fine
Sanders, phone 382-2468, Far- 3 BEDROOM HOUSE, 3 miles
barns, for placing around Poodle, male, 10 weeks old.
equipment, dolls still roll off on further study, they 'have bisque heads for dolls although
mington, Kentucky.
TFC from Hazel. Newly redecorated,
Phone 753-6015.
D7C SEPTIC TANK cleaning, back the assembly line in amazing been eliminated as toys. Germany and Japan produced
$60.00 per month. Call 492bottom of mobile homes
Serious students also feel many and their cheaper prices
hoe work. Phone Rex Camp, 753- quantity.
8310.
D8NC to keep out the
TFC
DITCHING MACHINE; small 5933.
Equally amazing are the Egyptian paddle dolls of wood hurt the French business.
wind
four wheel drive, will dig 3' deep.
abilities of today's dolls which were tomb figures and not toys.
But the high mortality rate of
BEAUTIFUL VALARAH Lee and snow, and for many $950.00.
It is from the Greeks Ltd the china and bisque doll
can
not only drink water from a
Phone
753-9807.
painting,
WILL DO house
interior
D13C
CLASSES FOR
Apartment, unfurnished, 2 other uses such as
dolls began their evolution and necessitated an unbreakable
or exterior, professional ex- bottle and wet their diapers,
living room, kitchen,
but talk, walk, cry tears, dance some Greek dolls exist today in material and so celluloid was a
BEGINNERS bedroom,
perience..Fully
equipped
do
to
BE
GENTLE, be kind, to that
"building out"
utility, and bath. Carpeted. Air
museums, revealing the hair temporary answer But only
and do somersaults as well.
expensive carpet,clean with Blue any job. Guaranteed satisfaction.
and fashion of that particular short-lived because of its inconditioned.
Dishwasher,
Beginning
But
although
dolls
seem
mice or rats.
to
be
D8P
Lustre. Rent electric shampooer, 489-2287.
refrigerator, stove, garbage
growing more able in their life- time and jointed construction. flammability. Along about the
1. Big K.
January 17, 1972 disposal. Across from Westview
DI1C
like qualities, there are truly Roman girls had dolls and in 1920s the girl dolls began to be
CARROLL'S PLUMBING
Nursing Home on South 16th St.
few changes in dolls over the the 19th Century one writer told joined in the market place for
Call at
Maintenance, Coldwater. Phone years. Although they utilize about "a child's wooden doll, the first time in much quantity
Phone 753-3865 after 6:00 p.m.
Prices Reduced to
J12C more
489-2295.
sophisticated precisely like the dolls made by baby dolls. With the use of
Sell this Week
D7C
mechanization and are made of and sold today," a doll found in rubber for bodies the advent of
753-6869
65 Dodge 1,2 ton pick-up
many
103 N. 4th St.
new
man-made a sarcophagus in Rome.
the near-real baby doll was
FURNISHED APARTMENTS,
CARD OF THANKS
Early Christian girls had here.
materials,
basics
are
the same.
1
ton
living
Ford
room,
V8
kitchen,
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
bathroom
Murray, Ky.
part
too,
dolls,
a
of
and
Take, for example, the
The family of Mabra Travis
factory stake bed.
installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC with shower and bath. One or two
And so the baby doll conChristianity were the creche
wish to express our sincere ap- Barbie doll with her many
bedrooms. Zimmerman ApartBest Offer
depicting the Holy Family tinued for many years to warm
dolls
friends
who
are
so
fashion
ments, South 16th Street, phone PARADE SADDLE; small
Bilbrey's after 5; preciation and gratitude for the
tiny girls' hearts until the
Vegetable Plate
Wilson pony parade saddle, 210 Main 753-5617 753-1257
many acts of kindness, such as conscious. Barbie dolls might among others, said to have market began the deluge of
753-6609.
D7C
13 Vegetables
bridle and blanket. Almost new.
visits, cards, foods, and flowers, be considered a distant relative been devised in the 13th Cen- teen fashion dolls which
of the fashion doll which goes tury by St. Francis of Assissi
$25.00. Phone 753-9807.
D13C STOCK REDUCTION; Cash and shown us by our relatives, friends
$.69
compete for the older child's
back to the 14th Century.
Japanese children have for
Carry sale. Two truck loads and neighbors during the illness
Historians say that in 1391 the many generations been playing attention and imagination. But
TRIANGLE INN
still dolls are dolls and girls are
MOBILE HOME axles, sets of distressed stock, full rolls, room and death of our beloved Queen of England had dolls with dolls which evolved from
FOR RENT
0
husband,father and grandfather. sent to her from
three with electric brakes, sizes, wall to wall, some jute
Paris to inform ancestor worship and March 3 girls and the two seem inCHRISTMAS? WHY not a
wheels and tires included. back, some commercial type hi- We are grateful to the doctors her of the current fashions of is observed each year in that separable
10x55, 2 bedroom trailer,
Shapemakers Gift Certificate.
density rubber back. Values to and nurses at the Murray the French court. And after country as girls' doll festival
Victor Hugo writing in Les
Courts Phone 753Riviera
air conditioner, good
Phone 753-2962
D3ONC
66.95.
Our price starts $1.99 Calloway County Hospital, Max they had served their purpose day when little girls go to great Miserables back in 1862
3280.
DSC
down-towo.
location,
-^
square yard, up to $3.95 square Churchill Funeral Home, the they were given to the children trouble to display beautifully summed it up neatly by saying,
Couple or 2 or 3 boys.
yard. None higher. Pick anything pallbearers, organist, singers of her own circle.
"A doll is one of the most imcreated and dressed dolls.
1971
EAGLE
753-1257
753-5617
HOUSE
or
Phone
If You
This custom of sending
Dolls in America during the perious wants, and at the same
in
house while it lasts. Paschall and to Bro. Glen Armstrong and
'TRAILER, 60:12. Old English
after 5:00 p.m.
Bro. Herman Later.
miniature mannikins to leading early days were made of rags time one of the most delicious
styling, central air, 2 full Discount House, Hazel, Kenfeminine
of
cities to show the latest in and sometimes the husks of instincts,
tucky,492-9733.
D9P May God bless each of you.
bedrooms,
2
full
baths,
carpeted
Call . .
Ruble Travis, Rev. and fashion was continued into the corn folded over the cob and childhood. To clean, clothe,
Mrs.
throughout. Call 753-7606 morMrs. Roscoe Feagin, Mr. and 19th Century. The importance tied across to make the head. adorn, dress, undress, dress
NEW TWO bedroom duplex, wail
D8C ELECTRIC RANGE, Frigiciaire Mrs. Virgil Lockhart,
again, teach, scOld a little,
to wall carpet with arentral heat nings.
and of this fashion communication ( The corn dolls have been
compact
30",
$40.00.
Phone
753Between 6:00 p.m.
is pointed out in a story told by credited to the teachings of the nurse, lull, send to sleep, and
Grandchildren.
and air. 6110.00 per month. Phone USED DRUM set, must sell,
1TP
9807.
D13C
imagine that something is
doll collectors that during the American Indians. I And
TEC, complete with cymbals, clean
and 7:00 p.m. In The 753-7850.
War of 1812 ships carrying although wood through the somebody - the whole future
matched red sparkler. Excellent
taahlon dolls were allowed to centuries has been a traditional of a woman is contained in this.
TWO BEDROOM duplex with for begtmier. Coles not Included. SEARS ROEBUCK Coldapot
trening
Bu. seams*
While dreaming and prattling,
stove, refrigerator, air con- $200.00. For further information refrigerator, like new Less than
Pass although other cargoes doll making material, there is
If you know your route
making little trouaaeaux and
ditioner, washer and dryer. $90.00 phone 753-7530 after 6:00 p.m.D7C $100.00. If interested phone 753- EXPERIENCED BODY man. were considered contraband. almost no limit to the materials
boy's number, please call
cradles, while sewing little
1337.
D7P Apply in person. Bogard Motor
per month, with $50.00 deposit.
So a look at history reveals a which have been used including
him first. If you get nc
Sales across from Colonial House great deal about today's dolls clay, straw, flax, hemp, frocks and aprons, the child
Phone 753-5792.
D1OC
results then call John
THIS SPOT that spot, traffic Smorgasbord.
8-TRACK TAPES
D9C whether a fat and pink little shavings, sawdust, leather, becomes a girl, the girl
Pasco , Jr. at the above
becomes a maiden, and the
paths
too,
removed
with
Blue
baby doll or a slender teen-age fruits such as gourds and dried
number during the hours
THREE BEDROOM unfurnished
12.95 up
maiden a woman. The first
apples, pine cones, sticks and
Lustre carpet shampoo. Rent WANTED: EXPERIENCED doll.
listed
house, close to University. Phone
child is a continuation of the
new electric shampooer $1. Mechanic. Apply in person to
LEACH'S
The exact origin of dolls and stones.
MUSIC
&
TV
753-5541.
D1OC
last doll."
During the 1800s Germany
Western Auo, Home of "The Sanders and Purdom, 1406 West even the word doll are
PROFESSIONAL SANTA Claus
Dixieland Center
unknown. Some students of came to the fore as the dollWishing
Well."
Main.
DOC
D1OC
for parties or stores. Will visit FIVE ROOM house with bath, in
history believe the word was producing country of Europe.
children on Christmas Eve. country, five miles east of ELECTRIC ADDING machine; 8
LARGEST VARIETY of pistols WANTED: SOMEONE to rake derived from the Greek word "Penny wooden" dolls ranging
Phone 753-6503.
ITC Murray. Phone 436-2198.
D7P track tape player; dinette set
in Kentucky. No increase in leaves off yard. Phone Henry for idol. And there may be logic from a tiny one-inch to nearly
in this because many feel that one foot were carved by the
with 6 chairs. Phone 753-8197. D7C prices. Country Boy Stores, Hargis,753-5710.
D9C
ROOM WITH private entrance,
the
earliest objects which we Germans and widely sold. In
Army Surplus, 9 miles from
Good Tasting Food that
within walking distance of TWO OIL heaters with copper Hopkinsville,
might consider dolls, had no England the wood dolls, often
Junction 117 and
sticks to the ribs. Eat here
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)
AUTOS FOR SALE
association with toys and were double jointed, were called
university. Phone 753-1387. D7C line. $15.00 each. Phone 753Kentucky 164. Open Sundays until
or take out
Here, from the Kentucky Deinstead sacred and ritualistic Dutch Dolls or later Flanders
9908.
D7C 4:00p.m.
Dll 1966 CHEVROLET Impala, four objects. They
partment of Agriculture, are the
are considered Babies because so many were
WILL HAVE one to three trailers
TRIANGLE INN
door hardtop. Full power. Phone something like a talisman or Imported from Holland.
state's burley tobacco sales for
•
'
for
rent
NEW
January
ONE
Clairol Kindness THE IDEAL Christmas present, 753-7558.
1st. Apply only
Hazel Rd.
7534953
D7P good luck symbol.
Wax dolls followed the wood
the season.
in person to Brandon Dill at Dill's electric hairsetter. Never used, miniature brown AKC registered
The study of dolls has been ones with wax heads often
Markets
Lbs
Avg.
Trailer Court after 4:00 p.m. any $10.00. Phone 753-2246.
D7C Poodles. One male, one female. 1964 GALAXIE 500, automatic,
Bloomfield
2,314,412
79.45
afternoon. No phone calls please.
Will be available for Christmas power steering, good motor.
Bowling Green 5,435,385 79.08
Located at Murray Drive In MOVING: MUST sell gaited 12 Phone 753-9263.
D20C Body fair condition. $250.00.
Carrollton
6,101,854 79.39
Theater entrance.
DI1C year old Pinto gelding. Make
Phone 753-5238.
D9C
Covington
1,028,074 77.87
offer. Phone 753-4198.
D7C AMERICAN HOME Dale mobile
Cynthiana
3,409,916 78.75
FURNISHED OR unfurnished
home, 12'x60', three bedrooms, 1971 DATSUN, 1200 coupe, dark
Danville
4,485,017 79.42
apartment, two bedrooms, 1,000 GALLON PROPANE gas 11
/
2 baths, wanted someone to green, air conditioner and mag
Franklin
1,563,096 79.13
central air and heat. Fully tank. Price $125.00. Phone 753- take over payments. Phone 753- wheels. 7,000 miles. Phone 753Glasgow
8,134,373 79.21
carpeted. Phone 753-4331. DV 1343.
Greensburg
D9C 8045 after 4:00 p.m.
4.215,670 79.34
D1OC 9646.
Harrodsburg
4,026,334 79.25
D20C
NICE ONE bedroom furnished
Henderson
GOOD USED washer and dryer.
147,404 76.45
Hopkinsville
apartment. Two
3,013,800 78.86
Excellent condition. Dunn's T.V. 1957 CHEVROLET, standard
bedroom
Horse Cave
7,866.272 79.18
apartment, unfurnished. Phone
& Appliance, 118 South 12th shift, 6 cylinder, four good tires.
Lebanon
4,781.382 79.48
7,53-5079.
•••hirle‘
Street. Plenty of free parking in Runs good. $125.00. Phone 753D9C
Lexington
18,994,760 79.12
(4arrien l cuter
rear.
D9C
D9C 8498.
London
3,603,451 79.06
TRAILERS; ONE two bedroom,
500 N. 4th
Mayfield
457,588 78.57
all electric, private, $65.00 per
CHRISTMAS PUPPIES! Choose
Maysville
8,673,451 78.10
LOST & FOUND
month. One small one bedroom, COMMERCIAL SWEEPER, yours now, will hold. Registered
Morehead
3,328,719 78.81
$35.00 per month. Phone 489tenruint power sweeper model 75. St. Bernards. Great with
Mt. Sterling
BAY HORSE, about 8 year old
4,582,041 79.32
=5.
D9C Ideal for shopping center and children. Reasonable, terms.
Owensboro
5,451,099 78.85
gelding, strayed from Bill
parking lots. $550.00. Phone 753- Melody-Ayre
Kennels, Warren's
Paducah
1,740,163 78.80
in Sherwood Forest
FOUR ROOM furnished apart- 9807.
D13C Buchanan,Tennessee, phone 901- Subdivision. Notify Billy Morgan
Paris
2,367,385 78.90
ment,carpeted, electric heat, air
247-3345.
D13C at 753-1466 or Bill Warren at 753Richmond
4,770,206 79.2/
conditioned. Available January KEEP CARPETS beautiful
Russellville
2,008,640 79.30
4592.
D7C
4th.$100.00 per month. Phone 753- despite footsteps of a busy 1967 TWO BEDROOM 12'160'
Shelbyville
5,581,131 79.36
/
2 years.
6425 days or 753-5962 nights. D13C family. Buy Blue Lustre. Rent mobile home, lived in 11
Winchester
3,841,596 78.96
FOUND:
with
dog
Collie
MALE
electric shampooer $1. Murray Excellent condition. Phone 753Total
133,964,787 71.07
o13C white feet and legs. Phone 492FURNISHED HOUSE for 4 or 5 Home & Auto Store.
D11C 7494 after 4:30p.m.
8488.
1TC
BLAZERS SIGN IMHOFF
college students. 320 Woodlawn
--WANT TO BUY
PORTLAND, Ore. (UPI)Ave. Phone 753-3040.
D13P HOSPITAL BEDS, $24.95. FLOOR LENGTH formal, size 8,
Journeyman center
Simmons beds with springs, twin orange chiffon over taffeta, long LOST: WHITE Pointer, female
Darrall
WANT TO BUY used wringer
Imhoff was signed by the
SEVEN ROOM furnished house, size $6.00. Bunk beds, $14.88. sleeves puffed at the wrist. Worn bird dog. Wearing collar with
t3rpe washing machine. Phone
Portland Trail Blazers Friday
available now. Near University. Country Boy Stores, The Army only once. Also shoes dyed to Jackie Newberry's name. Phone
436-5615.
D9C Carpeted and air conditioned. Surplus Folks, 9 miles from match. Mrs. C.
D9C
as a backup._ pivotman for the
R Butterworth, Earl Steele,753-5082.
National Baiketball Association
$125.00 per month. Phone 753-8425 Hopkinsville, Junction Kentucky 435.4443.
D9P
*ANT TO BUY good used set of
club. Rook Onter Bill Smith
117 and Kentucky 164.
days or 753-5962 nights.
DOC
D13C
*orld Book Encyclopedias, not
and regula "tap-off man Dale
SMALL PARROT, cage, stand,
6ver 5 years old. Phone 435-4238 REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
Schleuter are both ailing.
ROYAL PORTABLE typewriter, $15.00. Saxaphone, Conn E-flat
setter 5:30p.m.
D7C
excellent condition. Phone 437- Alto,$90.00. Phone 753-8941. D9C
GOULD'S NEW RECORD •
SMALL FARM: good location; 4117.
D8P
SYDNEY, Australia (UPI)*ANT TO BUY good used table business or future investment.
DRINKING FOUNTAIN, Sunroc
Shane Gould, a 15-year-old
*w, 8" tilt type. Phone 753-4539 One mile East Murray, api
ONE BOAR: 38 Bred sows, all commercial, $25.00. Phone 753Australian high school student,
qt• 753-3043.
D9P proximately 10 acres pasture:
will pig by Christmas. Phone 753- 9807.
D13C
set a new world record of eight
,Hog wire fencing, stables, water. 6068.
D9P
ANT TO BUY used mobile
minutes, 58.1 seconds Friday in
tifle Phone 753-2284 after 6:00 Cozy older 7 room house, modern;
the women's 800-meter freesFor appointment call 436WOMEN
CADETS
THREE HEAVY Winter quilts.
D9C 2173.
tyle. Miss Gould and Ann
TFC Handmade. Phone 753-3987. D9C
ROSWELL, NM (API _
Simmons of the U.S. are the
Women
will
be
admitted
as
day
4ANT NO BUY; logs and
only girls to crack the nineTHREE BEDROOM hofN with
REGISTERED COLLIE pups, 1 students to the all-male New
standing timber. Also have for
minute barrier In the event.
thermostat control heat, two
Mexico Military Institute in the
weeks old $3000 each. Phone
sole lumber and sawdust.
Miss Simmons' time of 8:59.3
fall of 1972 It will be the first
bedrooms carpeted and apJUST
LIRE
THE
REAL
THING-Dolls
have
traditionally
been
Robertson.
James
Murray Saw Mill and Lumber Co.
489-2101, Route time women have been enrolled"
set in Minsk, Russia, last
proximately Pi acres on black
favorite
gifts
for
the
young
gal
house.
In
the
as
Dolls
gifts
date
shone 753-4147
I, Kirkse),
TFC
D9 at the military school
September, is awaiting official
D1OC
way back to the Greeks.
top Phone 489-2627
ratification

Today's talented dolls
thank Greeks for start

SUGGESTIONS for CHRISTMAS

Aluminum
Plates

SHIRLEY GARDEN CENTER

ASTROLOGY

25' each

e

DR. BETTY HINTON

EN

Ledger & Times

Miss Your Paper
753-7278

Burley
Sales

LIONS
CLUB

itER

RADIO
AUCTION
on

WNBS

CMM

C.

j

POINSETTIAS

1

Wed., Dec. 8
Thurs., Dec. 9
6:30 p.m.
10:30 p.m.

Histif
Ring /hp
Nil

•
•
•
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* LAY-A-WAY NOW FOR CHRISTMAS *
The people at Ward-Elkins are ready again this year to play Santa . . .
and this year their presents are better than ever!

CHRISTMAS ONCE A YEAR

SERVICE ALL YEAR!!

Frigidaire! 100% Frost-Proof
Refrigerator. Never Defrost.
5-year Nationwide
Protection Plan.
Backed by General Motors.
1 -year warranty for repair of
any defect in the entire product,
plus a 4-year Protection Plan for
repair of any defect in the refrigerating system and ABS cabinet
liner on models so equipped.
}

Big 15.2 cu ft
4.75 Cu. ft. freezer
*MIK Of EXCELLENCE

Mobile dishwashers are the perfect solution for a
of people. Apartment dwellers. Newlyweds. People
who don't want to remodel, or who might move later.
wak
No lumbardoe problems
Dishmobiles. either Front loading or Top loading
models, go to work immediately without the cost
or bother of installation.
Convert to undercounter anytime
If the Front loading Convertible's your choice. you
have an important option. Anytime .. now or I:iter
•. . you can convert to undercounter installation A
special kit is available for this purpose.

Frigidaire!
Electri-clean
oven range.

Only 30" wide
and 60" high

7C

leversa-door5 adapt 10 any arrangement, now or in the future.
They may be hinged tur a righter lett-hand door opening if you

change your address. your
kitchen or your mind No need
to call a serviceman. The switch
can easily be made by the man
of the house.

DOW storage:
with two removable
egg servers, separate
compartments for
spreads and snacks,
deep shelf for /
1
2-gal.
carton.
Juice can holder
and door shelf
organize the
reezer handily.

Model FPI-15218
15.2 Cu. ft. AHAA4 standard

Frigidaire! 1-18 laundry pair has
ennanent Press Care
Permanent Press Car• on both washer and dryer. Gentle agitation with cool-down
rinses Controlled Flowing Hest with automatic cool-down period
Together they help prevent
-------,,
wrinkles save ironing
Exclusive
Jet"---Circle Spray

1

System.
A better way to fill—
thorough rinse
most
the
you can get. Rinses as it fills

Imperial Model DW-IUP (above)
• 5 cycles
• Rinse & Hold cycle
• Spots-Away Rinse Conditioner Dispenser
• Small Items Basket
DeLuxe Model DW-OUP (at left)
• 2 cycles • Dual Detergent Dispenser
• Removable Silverware Basket

Model ASE-3115S
Electri-clean oven cleans itself, racks, drip bowls
automatically. Cook-Master control starts, stops
oven at pre-selected times ... automatically.
Automatic appliance outlet. Infinite number of hea!
settings. Removable knobs,Spill-Saver top for
easy cleaning

from not one, but 12 pressurized water jets around
the tub. Sprays down from
the top so clothes get
underwater faster,
get more rinse
action.

Less stoop , Opening is a
full 19" off the floor. Less
grope! Huge 240 sq. in.
opening. Dacron Lint
Screen is easy to get to,
easy to clean. Traps
even the tiniest
lint particles.

DRYER

299.95
199.95

Spacesaver! Together they're just 54" wide

WARr-ELKINS
PHONE 153-1113
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AT WARD-ELKINS SANTA'S SERVICE MEN
WORK ALL YEAR!!

Easter to
load and unload.

Mr

PHONE 753-1105
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